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ith Charity for

A crowd estimated from two
to three thousand people were
in Roy Saturday to attend the
Floersheim Drawing and Democratic barbecue. The day was
windy and a regular northern
gal, blew all day and filled the
air with dust, bin i - ite of this
fearful obsticle liie town was
crowded with people by 11
houses reo'clock. All
port a wonderxul trade and the
Floersheim Mercantile Co., are
more than pleased with the results of their "Second Annual
Premium Giving Away Day."
A present was given to everyone
who. Registered at the store and

WRECK BEING CLEARED
Track Opened for Traffic
day Evening.

Hon. Benj. F. Brown, Chairman of the County Central Committee, accompanied by his
bunch of candidates and speakers returned to Mosquero Wednesday night, or rather Thursday morning, for the purpose of
being present at the big county"
rally. They report a very in-

I:

J!"

Mon-

The serious wreck that occurred on the E. P. & S. W.
i ear Cabeza, about 27 mile?
south of Roy last . Wednesday
evening has been partly cleared
away and the track' was opened
traffic Monday evening after
teresting and enthusiastic meet- to
being closed for five days. The
ing in precinct number 14, which
is just this side of Logan. The wreck was one of the most serious ones ever encountered bj
crowd that gathered to listen to
the E. P. & S. W.. system, and
the speakers was so great that it Z6
cars and two locomotives
could not find room inside of the
were
piled in a cut m a distance
building and the speakers 8tood-of ,MOKon 150 yards . The cars
todoor,
the
speaking
in
the
coal and coke were piled, one
crowds that gathered in the yard of
top of the other and 8 cars
on
durover a thousand registered
and in the iouse. A large
piled in a distance of less
were
ing the. day.
Quay County delegation from
Twenty Grand Prizes were Logan accompanied by the brass than 1 00 feet . - Head brake-ma-n
Cantrell who. lost his Jife
given, to those holding the lucky band turned out to greet the
numbers and they were distri- state candidates that accompan- in the wreck was on the' 8th car
buted all oyer the mesa and one ied the party and to especially from the engine setting hand
prize went to Jeff McKee near do honors to the candidates for brakes on the runaway train
Gallegos. George Ray captured lieutenant Governor, Hon E . when the train left the track
.
and his body was not found until
v ith number 827. F. Gallegos.
first prize
Logan
one
has
of Saturday morning at: lOo'clock.
Theprize ' being a .large capacity the best boy scout bands
to be It was found beneath a car and
cream,' separator. The. second found in
this part of the state,
several feet of
The
piizey a set of auto tires was
a crowd ofi live- awake hatera.j .under
:r..:.í!V-r-JL.iifn i
iifjuii
tin1 nnnrn urn
taken by Fred Tinker of
that are able to lay aside PartSan íncfonf
- Dnonno
while Johnnie Davis of
"v.
ana get Demna a man taken to Tucumcan
Saturday
the Brand 'neighborhood drew pontics
who had been able to do some-- noon
buriaJ
and
took
bedace g
and
set
fine
Jeff
room
the
thn.g for them in the past and a at that na
.Me.Kee.qf near Gallegos won the i91inW o
.We leaves a
honUoJir, a po . .
stock tank and cooker. D. M.
auuiTOu vjiuu.
sition where he will be able to n,un
Yaliez of Kephart won the wash- do
who was in- -'
Hines
Engineer
more in the future. Too bad
ing machine on the fifth number
wo didn't run the entire jured in the wreck died Thur3-- '
that
and Blanche Blunk won the sixth county line a couple of miles day evening at the Hotel Dieu
premium wfyle Matilda- - Roy further out
and take this hust- at El Paso at 4:30. Engineer
took the seventh and D. M. Mar- ling town into
county. ,Wé Carroll and fireman . Morgan
tinez the eighth and Chas. Mc- certainly need aour'
good towns who were also .injured in. the
few
Neil of the Bell ranch took the with
wreck are both able to be out of
sports
bunch
of
good
a
ninth and E. B. Laughter of boosters' in this county . ' - for the hospital. Engineer Carrol
Solano was the lucky winner of
was buried under several feet of
the tenth prize. We did not
coal but was, protected by thfe
get the names of the other ten ROY WOOD OPERATdge of one of the wrecked can,
winners but one feature of the
ED UPON AT PLUM-and altho it' took several hours
drawing was that the prizes
LEE HOSPITAL to extricate him,' his injuries,
went to all different parts of the
were only slight. How he esmesa
caped death is surely a miracle.
,
of
Roy
Wood,
owner
the
S
The Floersheim store was crowd
Engineer Hines was also extried all day with patrons and they R. S. Wood Motor Company cated from the wreck after sevreport an immense trade. A who has been seriously ill for sev eral hours work,-- ' but he was innumber of extra clerks were em- eral days was operated upon last ternally injured and was Unable
ployed to assist the regular force Saturday at the Plumlee Hospi- to withstand the shock
tal for lívér and intestinal
in waiting on the trade.
The two" wreckers who have
troubles
He rallied J after tha
The company has not yet de?
been working inthé cut' for the
servery
operation
which
was
a
will
they,
cided as
fi ve days f inished . ther
put on another contest or not, ious one and for the, first day past
Monday evening k for .the
work
improving
two
to
be
seemed
or
;'
but there is a probability that
present
at least, having pulled
Monday
cmplicanicely
but
oh
Be
will
started
another drawing
mass of cars from
the
twisted
verv
in
and
he
is
set
a
in
about Christmas'' and ending in tions
the
wreckage
and dumped them
present
' ' percarious condition
at
the spring of 1923.
.embankment, or pulled
over
the
Cotton
and
His
of
mother
father
Company
are
The Floersheim
out to the side of the track,
sure believers in printer's ink Wood Falls, Kansas, are here them
Huridreds
of men were employ-Rrfi- ll
all
medical
frith
him
and
that
and they attribute much of their
coal out of the
scooping
ed
in
'
heino-done for
can do is
immense trade to their contin
scoop was
steam
tne
cut
and
him',
numerous
fiiends
and. his
uous advertising and keeping be J
used also iñ digging coal from
m
Roy
hoping
near
are
and
that
fore the public tne tact tnat jney
bargains a turn for the better will soon the wreck . The ., hundreds of
are offering the public
"
'
come rand that Roy will soon be tons of coal and coke are piled
at all times. ;
y
and over
able to be out with them once along the
reproOn another page we are
"'
the
'
of the cut grim
embankment
v
;
ducing a small cut of their fine more.
reminders with ' the twisted
store building which is one of
pieces of 36 cars telling the publmost
substantial, J.W. Johnson and wife were
the best and
ic, what will happen with a ru-abusiness blocks in northern New ap from Mosquero on business
train on a 2'2 per cent
Mexico.
grade with numerous curves .
the first of the week.
HALLOWE'EN PARTY
.
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and with Firmness in the jfcight"
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SUBSCRIPTION $ 2. 00 PER YEAR.

DOUBLE WEDDING

"

o

All,

MEXICO, SATURDAY, NOV., 4

KOY. HARDING COUNTY,NEV

REPUBLICANS HOLD BIG
LARGE CROWD ATTENDS
- FLOERSHEIM
DRAWING
MEETING AT LOGAN

.

w

DEPEW

-

DEMOCRATS HAVE BIG
RALLY AND BARBECUS

CAMPBELL

Prominent ' Roy Couples
Chauncey DePew and Miss
Marry at Raton.
Vera Campbell were married last Large Crowd in Attendance.
The Democratic Rally and Bar
Wednesday evening at Tucumca-r- i
Henry Jeff Slusher and Elvie
by Rev. Caldwell of the Pres- becue advertised to take place in
Coldiron and Ray Mitchell and byterian Church of that place. Roy on last Saturday was one of L
Ocie Coldiron' of the Pleasant On the following day Mr and Mrs the best attended affairs held in;
View neighborhood dorve to
LePew drove to Roy and át whi- our little city for SQme time.-.
on Sunday October 22 and ch place they will be at home to
The barbecue was in charge
after getting" the necessary pa- heir many friends on the Depew of Chef, John Schneider assispers became men and wives.
ted by Roy Day and this aloie
farm southeast ot town.
Henry Jeff Slusher one of the
insured
a fine, well prepared
The groom is the only son of
grooms is the nephew of Abe Mr. and Mrs. Chas Depew, old ti barbecue.
Three bee ves wereSlusher and is farming the Slush me settlers of the mesa; he was! used m the barbecue, a thousand
er ranch norteast of town and a student of the Roy schools for ouns several nunarea loaves oi
Ray Mitcell the óther groom is lseveral vears and for the trast bread and numerous other good
the son of Mr; and Mrs R. W; two years has been in the emplo things to eat. The barbecue was
Mitchell of east of town and at yee ot Uncle JSam as a soldier at
vea in me uunaing recenuy
present is an employe of the Ft. Bliss, having received his ho- -, vacated by the E. J. H. Roy ;
Stag Canyon Fuel Co., at Daw- noráble discharge only a few mo- -, office, and a number of ladies
son, Both are young men of nthaaco. Chauncev is a fine vo- - served the fine barbecue to a .'
exerhpliary' habits and cahracter ung man and will make an ideal crowd that was estimated at
;hf neighbord in wich they live. .husband for his bride.
about 2,000 people. Ihere was
The brides are sisters and are
The biide Mrs Depew is the Plenty of barbecue for everybody
ihe younger daughters of Mr. eldest daughter, of Mr and Mrs and the large crowd was appre- - .,
and Mrs F. N. Coldiron who own Thomas Campbell of Decator, la. ciative of the nice manner
a fine ranch at the top tat the
by "the
one of the accomplished yo-- , which it was served
'
'
Albert Hill. They are accompliladies of that place. We are .dies.
shed young ladies and are both sure that Chauney has chosen
At $ P.'M. or just after thé
former students of the Roy wisely and will never regret the drawing Mrs. A. L: Collins
Schools.
organizer of
when he took this young la-- 1 Clayton, State
Jones for Senator Club spoke to
Tha young couples after a few day for his partner. '
aays noneymooning up at...
The romance which has just the lady voters at the Lucero
tfte
niüuniains win go to nouseKeep- - fended in this wedding started Hall. A large number of ladies f
'.no- Mr onH
si,,cKa.
two years ago at Graceland Col- - were out to hear Mrs. Collins,
J
14
ch
lege, Iowa, when these young who asked the ladies to get out
miles
north
m"
r001"8"61
east of Roy and Mr and Mrs. people were students at this col-- : and vote on November 7th and.
mitcneu win De at nome in Daw- - lege and the friendship which st-- told them that it was not only
son until spring when they too arted in school days ripeHied in- - a previlege to vote but it was a'
"
W1H ha farmers on the Mitchell to love, and marriage.
duty to exercise their right cf.
ranch near the old ounty line,
There is the making of a real ranchise. Mrs Collins spoke on
The Spansh American extends home in these young people and some of the more irnpoitant
congratulations to these young the S.A.; which will visit them phrases of the campaign and her
folks for we, know that there is weekly extends to them the best remarks were highly appreciated
'
in them the making of real Ame wishes for a long and happy life, by her many hearers.
s
'
At 7:30 P. M. a large crowd,
rican homes, the Ua this great
The Catholic Ladies Aid will gathered at th Lucero Hall to
nation of ours needs so much today and we thust that their tutu give a Turkey Dinner and a- - hear the addresses by the vari
re pathways will be filled" with zaar on Thanksgiving Day ous County candidates and some
Your patronage will be appre- - noted state speakers. The hall
flowers M joy.
Two
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ciated,
was crowded with people who
had come to hear the democratic
Mrs . ; C. T; Mathews of Waside of the campaign and they
gon Mound, mother of Mrs. E. NEW CARRIER Iim
R F D NO 1 were rewarded by some excellent
J. Floersheim, is visiting in
talks and addresses.
Roy this week.
' V' e will be unable to
comment .
asked
a number
We have been
the,
on
by
made
all
talks
VOTERS ATTENTION
of the.
all
smiW
"Why
of times,
that
.r
nj i m i.
niiifrfnr. sniJH iffTH mi wo wicn
Some people who are spread- - and Tipre's the. answtrr: "It's a to State that the remarks made
ing propoganda and having noth ihov and a dandv too'" just caw bv the diffeent candidates for
ing else to do are spr.eadingthe. to the Floersheim home last Sat - eountyv offices were to the point
report that; if .Mrs . ; Myra O; urday morning and just think.
were, not . tuiect wmr mud
simply stated
DeFrees is elected Cunty Super- he already weighs: 11 V pounds, .slinging.
intendent that will be the. De- Dr. Self and Nurse Leora Hall :wha? ,they yml$ do and what
puty or Clerk. This-ian ab- ays that Edgar is right and that ' they expected to do if they were
solute "falsehood and anyone who you don't find them any finer" fleeted to tne oliics to v,w
telling than their new bov. All ar- - d- o- they aspired and knowing these,
;makes.this statement-ias we do we are sure that
Something they know nothinp ing nicely especially the mother1
about; The County Board o' and the babe, and Edgar, well we each was sincere in his or her
,
Education in conjunction witli will leave that to the public to remarks.- the county Superintendent ap deride as to how ha is ettinff livery candidate pledged econ- points the clerk or deputy and
to
- leaked out .omy" in IIoffie and also agreed
. l
.
O
anyone Knows mati Ti wouia not that he is already teaching him v1 oimuy
nave cnarge oi me
oi-f even be interested in the position how to handle mail and no doubt;
d they were elected, also to
ld
Remigio Lope2.
he too will, be an employee of remember that
sen-antof
people, and
the
the
day.
department
some
postal
,,
selected
a
few.,
of
The
Anyway
congratulations.
here's
Thousands of people have visCounty
didates
for
Coimssioners
and Mrs. Floersheim and
ited the scene of the wreck the
pledged to their, hearers that;
have mnvhelverome anothv Haves i
the worst.. wrec);:
:
.i
tney woma ao everything
in
'
or Work.
ever seen in a tt'áíh wreci.
their power to keep down taxes
and would object to any bond is- ... .
U
vexe iitu,i. appuveaJ Ioy
sues
utat
a vote of the people of the coun- .
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EMBROIDERY
PACKAGE .OUTFIT

C
v EMBROIDERY
OUTFIT
PACKAGE

:
'

'Started to think about Christmas?,;.;.;..
We have a Very preU Jine of Royal Society goods for you to í elect from v Now is
thW time1 to start maldng semething for your
V

'

' r
est friend.
4 o
)f: Royal Society threads i are absolutely,

Sl.SO

1EQ

.

'5Cansa

'.eela,-

;

'n3
relatives

t

feA

vtisiting '
and
í"riéhds'oft tóe'TOé'sá':'M.Vplkel
yliaa been gone from Eoy about
é:imx years, but he looks thd eatn
' éá Eá,

""'

.

fj
;

'the Hon. II. A. Kiker of Raton í '
vho outlined the work as handled
by the Demcratic Party white in i i
power from 1912 to 1920 and by ; ;
the Republican Party for--' ' thé '
past two J years they have 'been
in office. ,. Iwever he told his fv
hearers if they "j were T'satisfied v
with the" change.' and wer'pléas R
ed with the. presint times he ad--; i
vised theu .to vote the llepub
lican Ticket. lie also touched-litrh- tly

1,75

YüAH.

0

M gii ve a

lot

-

Us trip.

-

".-

Remember we are

Ammunitiott;

-

'

'V:.

''i

heaíqaartes Jm Winchester
r

,

.

;

ANOTHER XAR?,OaD.
Ql úiitite iiiiO pol&ioe cabbage
ánd othsr vegetables is here. Get
your supply now,
-

'

v

í

ers neim Mercantile; G ompany
--

4

:

.

;

A"'

tariff Question

J.

'

illustrations of
the effect "C tie present taíift'Á.
as r el Airing to. the cost of cer-tarn articles.;':--

onléss you are, full equipped'. See our line of
heavy coats, wool sox, etc, before Starting on- that hupt

.

j

oa,

acidrt."

un.---:

1
ii
very iror--l
presi: it...
ira auqjence
1

'

ably aad no
':; did gyvvi for
:
thij.'.apty.
th
Following 'Mr, raker's addrasa.
Senator 2mn of Tucumcari 'was
introduced hy the chairman and
for the next 45 minutes told the
audience of Rome of the failures
of the Republican Party and of
some of the., refonns that had
bee promised by the Democrat
tic party; .if elected to power in,
S'-'-

the state. The present state &d
ministratian was chorged with
neglect of duty and the recent,
kiUinar & 4he state penitetia
by Sir- was" gpne into, thojñ
.
Continued to. last page) 1 1
ir"-
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A strong and forcible, address
'
was given during the epening by,

on .the

.

cáme

and trill.

1.

but' stated that it, was too deejK

,1

;

tvJIdáie vVoelkel
'

--

:ty.;--

if

''

be-th- e

they--wou-

j

.

--

.

s
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A genuine Spook Party was
given by .Mr. and Mrs. J. Christ
man Mr. and Mrs ; J.W- - Tur
ner and the young people bf the
ranch last Tuesday evening;'' : The guests,were raét by ghosts
jmd escorted if the,' ; ChYistman
home which, was oeautifully decorated iai orange and black .
Here several . Hallowe'en games
and prank? were indilged in.
The crowd was then led to the
Turner home 'which : had been
diverted, ihto a ; ghost h aunt
wifh jftll kinds of wierd and ECar--'
decoratiyru?,, black; cats, bats;
nakes and skeletons. '
í
In the dim iight ghost stories
were told after Vhich old Mother
Witch came in on ' her broorn
and presiding" over the Mystic
Pot told so.tie amusiag fortunes.
Other mystic 'fortunes, were riv
en out on black paper and all tr
Jioya vere told the correct uanre
of their futuro wife by t.Hc
Hollofi'ca.Mo!) . ;; ;
' Tlie criwti then '' retiuaiea to
the Christman home where the
Gohlina had been busy preparing
Witehes Brew and dainty plates
of lunch decorated by Black Cata.
The guests left at midnight
' voicing their appreciation
of a
jolly good tinie.
;
y ,.
v; y;: :

1
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The Ladies Union Aid served A RESOLUTION TO ORGANWHICH ARE YOU
IZE THE INCORPORATED
Chili, pii and coffee at the Lujan
GOING TO FEED THE
VILLAGE OF ROY OF THE
Saturday
store
last
&
LICE?,
Branch
CATTLE OR THE
OF v HARDING,
COUNTY
and realized a nice little sum for
NEW MEXICO,
STATE
OF
the
The time of year is now appro- their church work from
AN
AS
INCORPORATED
proceeds.
day's
aching: when the farmers and
TOWN PROVIDING IT HAS
stockmen should begin to think
A
POPULATION
OF AT
of
one
Raton
about dipping their cattle for H. A.Kiker of
LEAST
FIVE
HUNDRER,
Col
of
prominent
democrats
thp
lice. I have often heard success
AND AUTHORIZE THE TAK
ful stockmen remark that they fax ounty was in Roy Saturday
ING OF A CENSUS TO DEin
crowd
large
spoke
to
the
could afford to feed their cattle and
TERMINE
THE
High
County
on
town
the
were
but not the lice that they
How true this is School question.
carrying.
Lousy cattle can not do well
WHEREAS, in the year, 1916,
Hon. E. F. Gallegos,
during the winter and spring,
nominee for Lieutenant Gov- the Village of Roy was incorporr
and it is a waste of feed to try
ated as a village under and purand get a cow to do well when ernor was in Roy on business suant
to the provisions of Chapis
Gallegos
Mr.
Saturday.
last
sheis covered ith lice.
117
ter
of the Session Laws ot
daily
no
gaining votes
and will
The cost is small and where
doubt carry Harding County by 1909 of the Territory of - New
as many as two or three
Mexico, which said chapter was
large vote.
and are dipped in one vat the a
therefore incorporated into the
cost is less than three cents per
We are surely pleased to see code of 1915 of the State of New
head. We recommend the use
rapid progress that is being Mexico as Sections 3764 to 3778,
the
of arsenic as the dip as that is
inclusive, thereof, and it ever
the cheapest and the most effec made by the contractors on the since has been and now is a duly
exbuilding.
They
new school
tive dip that can be used. Anoth pect
to get the building enclosed and legally incorporated village
er nice thing about the use of
undér and pursuant to the laws
arsenic is that it can be use(j before cold weather, which is under which it was incorporated.
cold. And used in this way the sure gooa news 10 me scnooi Kias
AMD, WHEREAS, the fourth
cattle hardly notice the dipping and to the public too.
regular session of the legislature
as it is much the same as runof the State of New Mexico, on
J. M. Alldredge, of Springer, the 25th day of February, 1919,
ning them thru a pond of cold
spent
father of R E. Alldredge
water.
enacted Chapter 7 of the Session
I have ordered dip for some of Saturday and Sunday, in Roy Laws of 1919 of the State of
the vats in the county and will and attended the drawing also New Mexico, entitled "An Act
order for several others in the the big democratic rally. Mr. Conferring Additional Powers on
near future. So if you want to Alldrebge is a dyed in the wool Villages Having a population of
dip I will gladly help you to get democrat and believes that the ive Hundred or More," which
your dip and besides will help democrats will elect he whole provides that villages having a
you test the dip in the vat in or- state ticket and he says if they population of at least five hun
der that it will be of proper don't do so, they should at least dred may organize as incorporstrength. Let's at least see that do it anyway.
ated towns.
every vat in the county is used
AND WHEREAS, the Board
Wm. King and son Sailo of of
this fall by all within reach of
Trustees of the Village of Roy
Raton spent Saturday and Sun- believes
them.
that the said village has
day
visiting relatives and friends a population
R. L Strong,..
greatly in excess of
'
I
Countv A Ocent. on the mesa. This was their five hundred and they desire to
" irst trip to Roy for several years
organize the said village as an
altho Mr. King had changed a
The annual meeting of the little, there was scarcely anyone incorporated town.
New Mexico State Nurse's Asso- who knew Sailo as he is a young
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT
ciation will convene at the Cham- man now. Mr. King is one of RESOLVED by the Board of
ber of Commerce, Albuquerque, the early homesteaders of the Trustees of the Village of Roy
New Méjico, November 23, Í 022; mesa and homesteaded in 1907 that a census be taken in dupliout in the Mitchell neighborhood cate of the actual residents of
Lest you forget; The Amer- and fed the public on watermel such village to determine, the
ican Legion Day Sunday Nov- ons for several years. At pres population of the said village.
AND BE IT FURTHER REember 5th at the Union Church ent the King family have a nice
at 11 A. M. Everybody invit- home in Raton and are enjoying SOLVED: That W. G. Johnson be and he hereby is appointed.
life in the Pass City
.
ed to take the said census.
AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED : That if the said census shall determine that the Vill
age of Roy has a population, of
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Earl McMinimy
Is not one of the most competent men
in Harding county?

-

r

,

Marysv.ille, Kansas, Oct. 28th, 1916.
To Whom It May Concern:
This is to certify that I hare a personal acquaintance with
Earl McMinimy formerly of Frankfort, Kansas, and with his
clerical ability.
I take pleasure in recommending him for any Une of cler- ical work, and especially in connection with the work of coun-

t

.

w

.

I

Cement, Stucco and Plasterer
HOY, NEW MEXICO

James

S.

Christman

Driller and Contractor

Deep Holes a Specialty
Custom Plowing, Large Tract3
ROY. NEW MEXICO-

During the time he served as Deputy Register of Deed ef
this County, I found him at all times to be loyal and efficit
and an untiring worker He attained competency within a
few weeks, and mastered the work of the office without hav-ing had any previous experience." He was obedient and pleasant about the office and his work even when he was confronted by those who were not in the pest of humor.
I feel sure you will be pleased with his work in any line
he may undertake.
Very Respectfully,
L. M. Cole,
County Treasurer, Marshall County Kansas

And if the above isn't strong

-

It May Concern:

To Whom

Mr. Earl McMinimy, late of this city but now of Roy, New

'

Mexico, was employed in the Register of Deed office of this
county during 1915. Mr. McMinimy had charge of the work
of all departments. From daily observation of the work done,
I found he applied himself very closely and soon had the work
well in hand. . He was careful and painstaking in his work,

which was neatly and correctly done and was always courteous
and pleasant to the public. lie is a willing and conscientious
worker.
Respectfully,
Louis H. Eddy, Abstractor.
,

Now do you think he is competent?
If not ask those he has worked for in Roy the past seven years.
The Floersheim Mercantile Co., or the Roy Trading Co. .
His five years clerical and business work and his 28
months in the army fits Mm better than ever for the position
of Assessor of Harding County.

Frank L. Schultz,
28-- 4

We have the only complete tract index to the Harding
County Records.
We have an experienced abstracter in charge of our
business.
We give our entire time and attention to the abstract
business.

Our abstracts are approved by
ing ia Harding County.
We can furnish abstracts promptly, and at a reasonable
charge.

,

all loan companies oper--

,

',

r

-

Harding County Abstract. Co.
;

'

INCORPORATED AND BONDED
Mosquero, ;
NawIexic.
WW.

,

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
S. LAND OFFICE at Clay
bn, New Mexico,. Oct, 13, 1922.
NOTICE is, hereby given that
U.

Demetrio Garcia, of Roy, Harding County, New Mexico, who,
on December, 21st 1917, and
January, 6th, 1921, made Homestead
No. 025670,
and No. 027247, for SW
Sec.
20, SEVi, Sec. 19, and NE4,
Sec. 30, Township 19N, Range
26E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster,
u. b. Uwnmissioner, at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on the
25th day of November, 1922.

Vkcenta C. de Baca, Lee West,
J. Smith, Eduardo

A.

Des-champ-

all of Roy New Mexico.

GLASSES

H. II. Errett,
Register.

s,

Office of the Group Quartermaster
Hospital Center, A. P. O 714, Am. E. F.
November 10, 1918.
To Whom It May Concern :
It gives me great pleasure to say a word for Sergeant 1st
Class Earl McMinimy Q. M. Corps.
He has worked under my personal supervision for some
time and has
a very efficient man, He is a man who
takes great interest in his work and is very accurate and
He is also a man of excellent character and habits
and his conduct at all times is above reproacn.
His duties at this station are in connection with the
and finance branches of this office. As noncommis-- ,
sioned officer in charge of subsistance his work has reflected
credit to himself and to the Corps to which he belongs. In
this position he has performed duties equal in importance to
those which many commissioned officer of the Quartermaster
Corps are now performing.
"
L. A.! Pulling,'
Captain Q. M. Corps Group Quartermaster.
n

Entrys

Claimant names as witnesses:

,

still another.

Then-here- 's

Abstracts Abstracts Abstracts

t

'

Village Clerk.

NOTICE

D

Marysville, Kansas, Oct. 26th 1916
.

SEAL
ATTEST:

enough-REA-

,

THIS ONE.

same shall be approved by a. final resolution
of the Board, of
Trustees, and one copy of the
said census together with one
copy of the said resolution shall
be filed and preserved in the office, of the county clerk of the
Harding County, State of, New
Mexico, and the other copy there
of shall be preserved in the records of the Village of Roy, and
the said Village of Roy thereupon immediately be and become
an incorporated town with all
the powers and privileges granted by law to incorporated towns.
'
Dated, at Roy, New Mexico,
this 2nd day ef October, 1922.
M. D. Gibbs,
Mayor.

COXTRACTOIl

;

ty office.

at least five hundred that the

E. F. HENRY

FROM HIS OLD HOME TOWN
IN KANSAS.

READ THESE RECOMMENDATIONS

(

t,

v
-

'

thor-ughgoin-

g.

sub-8istan-

ce

Vote for EARL McMINIMY on Nov. 7 for
ASSESSOR AND YOU WILL NEVER REGRET IT.
HE IS CAPABLE
HJTIWENT AND COURTEOUS AND YOU WILL HAVE A BUSINB
MAN IN THE MOST PROMINENT O FFICE IN HARDING
COUNTY
Gotten out by Earl's Friends in Roy, N M , Who Know
He Will Make Us

a

Cracker-Jac- k

Assessor.

3

,

We are now prepared t test
your eyes and fit glasses.
Can f trnish you any kirid of
glasses, or any corrective treat- meat fer the eye you ean get
any where.

Ray Busey

;

ThePIumlee Hospital
Rtjy

:- -:

N.M.

made a business
Don't forget the big chicken
Thé dance given by the Ladie's
FOR SALE
R TRADH
trip to Denver Wednesday and dinner
November 7th at the new Auxiliary on Tuesday evening '
will return home Saturday.
A
fine
six
lid
Steel
Range with
Spanish American Home, given was fairly well attended and the
reservoir
and
warming
closet;
Ladies
Aid.
by the Methodist
Auxilary realized several dollars

'
Election returns and big dance Price of dinner 35
at the Lucer Hall on next Tuesday evening. Everybody invitBe sure and attend the Amered. '
ican Legion exercises on Armistice Day, November 11th. The
F. M. Hughes and Candelario boys are going to expect you to
Vigil republican nominees were come to towa that day and take
in Roy on business the first of part in their exercises and so do
the week.
not disappoint them.

from the evenings
ment,

entertaini

Everybody invited to attend
the American Legion da exercise next Sunday at the Union
Church ; Rev. Cooke will preach
a special sermon for the boys and
public on this date at 11 A. M.

all nickle plated trimmings, has
been used only six months; good
as new, cost $106. Will take
car in on trade or will sell for
cash cheap. Also one full size
brass bed stead;" li2 inch brass
posts ; cost $20, same as new and '
it goes for $8.00. Call . write or r
. see. S. R
Crouse just south ef
Mills, New Mexico.
28-4-N- .P.

(

r

ack Your Health!

Get

Southwest

Are you dragging around day after
day with a dull baekauue?
Are you
tired and latne mornings subject to
headaches, dizzy spells and sharp, stabbing pains? Then there's surely something wrong.
Probably it's kidney
weakness! Don't wait for more serious
kidney trouble. Get baclpyour health
and keep it. For quick relief get
plenty of sleep and exercise and use
Doan's Kidney Pills. They have
helped thousands. Ask your neighbor I

From

atrt ttiu

c Story"

lA.lrwnfHll

me
advised
Doan's Kidney

9

Vi

to try

23

V

Pills.
Thev hftlDed me from
my kidneys
finally
the start and
r
came strong."

be-

WAV
DO AN PS
C-

I

s

O-

N. V.

BUFFALO,

Bilious Attacks
Are Usually Due to

Constipation
When you are constipated,
not enough of Nature's
lubricating liquid is produced in the bowel to keep
the food waste soft and
moving. Doctora prescribe
Nujol because it acts like
this natural lubricant and
thus replaces it.
Nniol is a
lubricant not
a medicine or
so
laxative
cannot gripe.
Try it today.

--

1

"

BETTER
DEAD
.

.

COLD MEDAL

The National Remedy of Holland for over
200 years; it is an enemy of all pains re--i
salting from kidney, liver and uric add
troubles. AS druggists, three sizes,
Look lor the sane GeM Medal en avoir boa
and accept m imitetioa

RATS DIE
When

STEARNS'

kills mice, gophers, prairie dogs,
wolves, cockroaches, water bugs
anta,
A tie bo
contains enough to
and
kill 60 to lot rata or mice. Oet It from
your drug or general store dealer today.
THAN TRAPS
READY FOR USE-BETalso
It
coyotes,

Let Cuticura Be
Your Beauty Doctor
25c, Omtneot 25 tmé 50c, Talcum

25c

out of fashion;
is unnecessary
tor ron can bre
avhnnrlanl

h.li

Hair Color Restorer. Safe
hade by nsiñf
water try it. At all good druggista, 7ft cent,
or direct from
CUs, ft.ea.pk, Tm.
W. N. U., DENVER,

NO.

22.

Present Strength of Army.
The total strength of the army with
in the continental limits of the United
Srnres at the present time is 97,000
of whom some 72,000 are army nurses,
Held clerks, cadets or members or special service, such as the quartermas
tér corps, medical corps and i finance
..

.

department.

:

carefully every bottle of
timr fnmnus old remedyfdoTfiniA
J
fot Infants and children, and see that it
Bears the yfiy
F"
Signature of
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Tflrnmine

CtztwcM

'
My
nip

There's a Reason.
little son went to a party with
.

While at table I reminded him of his
manners by saying. "Norhert, you for
Eot . to say please." "Norbert, you
mil at Rflv tlinnk vou." etc.
He replied, "But, mother, I'm not
,tised to It." Chicago Tribune.

look to Your Eyes

Beautiful Eyes, like fine

re the remit of Con"
Cate. The d.lly uta of Mnn
Eyet
Clear end Ridtant
nuke
te- -.
L U
I... Qn d and
Recommended by All Dnugiwe.
Teeth,

commander, George B. Quesenberry
commander,
was elected as vice-pos-t

as
and Frank F. Lucero was
post adjutant and finance officer. Dr.
K. E. McBride was the principal speaker of the evening, his subject being
"Americanism."
A suit in equity Involving the title
of the Calumet and Arizona Mining
company to eight of Its most valuable
claims in the Warren district, and asking for an accounting of all ores taken
from these claims since 1901, asserted
to be valued at approximately $50,000,-00was filed in federal court at Tucson, by Patrlckia Julia Cunningham
Kennedy and Lyle E. Kennedy, her
husband, and Mary Aileen Cunning
ham Morrison and John M. Morrison,
her husband.
James M. Lennox, former United
States commisloner at Sentinel, Ariz.,
was taken Into custody at Indianapolis,
Ind., In an Indictment charging complicity in an, alleged "soldier land
men and
fraud." In which
disabled soldiers were alleged to have
.

ELECTRIC PASTE

Gray 13air

the state attended.
According to the report of the oil
experts of the Midwest Refining company, which brought in the big oil well
In the Shlprock country, the oil is the
best quality ever found in New Mexico
and possibly In the whole country.
Harwood J, Simmons, vice president
and managing director of the El Paso
Times, died at his home in El Paso a
few days ago. Mr. Simmons formerly
was vice president and generul manager of the Él Paso and Southwestern
railroad.
The Little Butte Amalgamated Mines
Company is preparing to resume development of its properties near Bouse,
Arizona, taking up the work where the
United Mines company left off during
the war period, and continuing the
shaft to the sulphide ore.
At the regular meeting of the Joe
Quesenberry post of the American Legion, held at Las Cruces, N. M., the
following new officers were chosen:
Edwin . Holt was elected as post
'

Life is a burden when the body
is racked with pain. Everything
worries and the victim becomes
despondent and downhearted. To
bring back the sunshine take

Sop

e,

Mag-delen-

rauif)(Q)j

V

S

Petitions are being circulated to
mall route
have the Cochlse-Gleesoestended on Into Tombstone, Arizona.
The automobile belonging to Dr.
Wylder, of Albuquerque,
was com
pletely destroyed by fire when it ignited during a pleasure ride on the
Tijeras road.
Workmen from El Paso are busy
setting the big stills at the Tucura-car- l
oil refinery and it Is believed that
the plant will be in operation by the
first of December.
T. S. Bowea, pioneer1 merchant at
Webb, twenty miles northeast of
Ariz., was burned to death when
his store, in which the Webb postoffice was located, was destroyed by fire.
T. E. Butler and Paul Hunter, of
Clayton, N. M., are In a hospital at
Clayton in a serious condition as the
result of burns received at a fire which
came near destroying the Butler home.
The Silver Bell Columbia mining
property, 12 miles southeast of Superior, has been sold to George P. Man- 'gus of New York, for $575,000, accord
ing to announcement bjr the former

BP

0,

lost approximately $2,500.000, accordto word received at Phoenix by
federal officials.
Nearly 30 years ago through causes
unknown, two of the bonds issued by
Maricopa county, Arizona, for the
building of a railroad from Maricopa
to Phoenix disappeared and have never
turned up since, according to Raymond
R. Earhart, state treasurer,' and Char
les W. Fairfield, state auditor, who,
with Attorney C. B. Wilson, of Flag
staff, representing four counties In the
county bond case, are now engaged in
making preparation for the reimburse
ment of the counties for the bonds in
accordance with the provisions of the
enabling act. The missing bonds were
part of an issue of $200,000 put forth
by Maricopa county nearly 40 years
ago, and are numbers 140 and 150 of
the issue. Each bond was for $1,000
and, was made payable to the bearer.
Athletics at the University of Ari
zone have been placed under the juris
diction of a college board of control of
seven members, who have segregated
the various activities so that they may
be supervised and handled on a more
coordinated scnle, according to an
nouncement at the university.
Two men and a girl were arrested
recently at Wlnslow, Ariz., and were
held for Denver police on a charge
of stealing an automiblle belonging to
Capt. T. J. Dillon, of Fltzsimons hos
pital, according to Captain of Detec
tives Washington Rlnker of Denver.

ing

.',''
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REVOLT

IS

NEAR

END

Mr. Robinson is very generally
CHOSTI SAYS SOUTHERN
IS ISOLATED

ITALY

FROM REST

OF COUNTRY.

London. Reuters Rome correspondent reports conflict between the Fas-cls- tl
and Communists a few days ago.
One person was killed and several were
injured. Order was quickly restored.
After the refusal of Antonio Salandra,
former premier, to organize a ministry, the king called on Banito Mussl-lln- l,
the Fascistl leader, to assume the
task. It is expected that Mussolini
will arrive soon, and if he accepts the
king's invitation all further need for
Fascistl action will be ended. Their
entrance into Rome will be the simple
evidence of their victory.
Deputy Chostrl, describing the situation, said that southern Italy had
been Isolated from the rest of the
country by bands of Fascist!, commanded by Deputy Caradonna.
If what lias occurred the last few
days in Italy can be styled "a revolution," the revolution is over, and must
have disappointed greatly all who
have' a classical Idea of such unheav
ais. Benito Mussolini, leader of the
Fascistl, has been Invited by King
Victor Emmanuel to come to Rome. He
will be intrusted with the formation
of a ministry to take the place of the
Facta ministry, which withdrew under
move-

pressure of tills

'

ment.
With the exception of a small minority, all agree that Mussolini is ar-

biter of the situation and must assume power and the responsibility of
carrying out the program for which
the Fascistl have fought.
Professor Mussolini, on receiving the
king's Invitation, went first to Lake
Garda to see Gabriele D'Annunzlo, the
to discuss with him the
It Is
formation of a new ministry.
believed that they reached a complete
poet-soldie- r,

accord.

Low Price and High Quality

Don't Go Together, Stick to

An automatic electric system of
railroad signaling was put Into successful operation for the first time 50
years ago. It was the Invention of
William Robinson, and the trial to
which he submitted his signaling appliances was made early In September,
1872, at the town of KInzua, on the
old Philadelphia & Erie railway In
northern Pennysvlvanla.

WIN CONTROL
KING ASKS MUSSOLINI TO

owners.
a
E. M. Otero, rancher of the
(N. M.) country, made a shipment of over 10,000 sheep a few days
ago. The train contained 36 cars and
went to the Western Feeding company
of Colorado.
,
At a meeting of the board of regents
of the New Mexico State Normal, Prof.
A. O. Bowden, of Baylor college, Bel-toTexas, was selected as the president of the Normal, to succeed J. F.
Chamberlain.
The big fair which was held at
Whitewater, New Mexico, was the best
ever held in that part of the state.
Hundreds of people from Gallup and
other points In the southern part of

,

Name of William Robinson t Written
Large in the History of Railway Transportation,

CLASH IN ROME

All Over

BIs-be-

Get Doan's at Any Store, 60c a Bos

FOSTER-MILBUR-

News

n

"Eury Pie--

ras a wl K4olrH nat-- B
like sediment In the

FATHER OF BLOCK SIGNALING

FORM MINISTRY.

and
sharp, cutting pains t.
through my back andC
hips. My kidneys acted I
too often and therefv J
nf thA

SPANISH-AMERICA-

TV0 FACTIONS

New Mexico
and Arizona

'A Colorado Case
J. W. Bolln, 1431 E.
River St., Canon City,
Colo., says: "I could

THE

,

The announcement that Mussolini
had been intrusted officially "with the
formation of a cabinet Immediately
caused all agitation to subside; the
military authorities revoked ail prohibitions issued, and the Fascistl, who
had occupied the military fort, Monte
Mario, on a hill dominating Rome,' returned it with all friendliness to th
military forces.
Flight
Airplanes End
Washington.
The two naval air
planes which flew from San Francisco
to New Orleans for the American Legion convention arrived at Boiling
field a few days ago on their return
flight to the Pacific coast. They are
piloted by Naval Lieuts. V. H. Wyatt
and G. T. Owen. J. W. Jackson, past
president of Golden Gate Post No. 4,
of the American Legion, and Chief Mechanic F. M. Ltnder of the naval air
service also were aboard.
Cross-Contine-

(BMUíU ULtU

re-

Never accept "Just as Good" Bi'anas: it
will only mean disaDoointmenta and toil
wnich are expensive.
ures on bake-daW

-

:

y,

C&lissset

is a ESgh Grade EaMcj

r.!srsts in Pries

Powder,

When you use it
you never spoil any
of the expensive ingredients used
such as flour, sugar,
eggs and milk ,

DYED HER DRAPERIES,

ipil

SKIRT AND A SWEATER
DYES"

Each package of "Diamond Dyes" contains directions so simple that any woman
can dye or tint faded, shabby skirts,
dresses, waists, coats, sweaters, stockings, hangings, draperies, everything like
Buy "Diamond Dyes" no other
new.
kind then perfect home dyeing is guaranteed, even if you have never dyed before.
Tell your druggist whether the material
wish to dye is wool or silk, or whether
?'ou linen, cotton, or mixed goods. Diamond Dyes never streak, spot, fade, or
run. So easy to use. Advertisement.
OLD

BñKIPJG. PQVMEI2

The Economy

ferred to as "the father of automatic
block signaling."
His invention is
recognized as the forerunner and at
the same time the basis of "practically every automatic electric block signal system in use on railroads today."
This tribute to his work appeared
in a recent report of the interstate
commerce commlsion : "Perhaps no
single Invention in the history of the
development of railway transportation
has contributed more toward safety
and dispatch in that field than the
closed track circuit."

WITH "DIAMOND

.

if

The sale of Calumet
is 2H times as much
as that of any other
brand.

BUT BT TEST

TIIE WORLD'S GREATEST BAKING POWDEH

USED IN ROOFING

RAGS

Discarded Odds and Ends Play an
portant Part in the Nation's
Housing Supply.

"jtTiS Si I
I

Im-

:
?-?r-

Old rags play an important part In
the nation's housing supply, as most
of the roofs on modern homes are
partly made from them. In the form
of roll roofings and prepared shingles,
old rags cover more American homes
than all other types combined. In the
preparation of asphalt materials for
roofing purposes thousands of tons of
rags are made use of every year,
Thrift states.
After the housewife has thrown
away her accumulation of odds and
ends or sold them to the leathern-lunge- d
junk ' man who roams the
streets of - all, American cities and
towns with his jingling bell, they, pass
through many hands before eventually
reaching the factory, where they are
sorted and reduced to" a pulp. This Is
made Into a raw, coarse fabric of long
fiber and great durability. Into every
pore and opening of this cloth hot asphalt is pressed and the material is
then covered on both sides with asphalt and crushed slate.' The product
of the process Is a very durable, waterproof solid material which Is used
to cover most American houses.

B

.

Tbat

E

eVrybódy know.'
since that box of Taultkss' carnet

S

My fortune's in my dothes."

.,

I
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SOCIETY MEN WEAR CORSETS
Fad Spreading in England, and Said
to Be by No Means Confined
to Fops.

g
The
habit among
men Is coming into vogue again, ays
an investigator in England.
'A leading London corsetlere who
supplies most society men, puts down
a good customer'! bill at $750 per annum. Let no one imagine that it is
only fops who wear them. The majority of wearers are military men, who,
I learn, require a greater amount of
padding than civilians. Others are ord
men, given to mandinary
ly sports, and by no means effeminate.
"A man's figure has to be gradually
coaxed Into shape, and It Is put first of
all Into a seft silk corset with scarcely
Cynical Rhadamanthus.
Pulled in for speeding the young any bones, until he attains' by degrees
couple stood before the rural magis- to the full glory of the perfect figure.
"This process usually takes three
trate. ;
"Ten dollars for reckless driving," months, and live special makes of corsets are employed In the development,
said the latter.
"But listen, Judge," pleaded the or perhaps It would be more accurate
young man, "we were on our way to to say the repression,' of the figure."
have you marry us."
"Twenty, dollars, then," exclaimed
The Better Kind.
the magistrate. "You're more reckless
Tommy, what did
Schoolmistress
than I thought you were." Boston you .disobey me for?
Evening Transcript.
Tommy 'Cause I thought you'd
whip me.
Wasted.
She What did you want me to
"Why
"Naw, I don't like euchre."
yon for?
whip
not?" "Can't bear to see good poker
He 'Cause pa said if you didn't he
hands going to waste."
would, and he hurts.
corset-wearin-

--

'"

well-dresse-

Weeks Asks For Amendment.
of thi
Amendments
Washington.
national defense act to Increase the
number of sergeants in the army has
been asked by Secretary Weeks, in order that about 1,600 noncommissioned
officers assigned as Instructors to the
As a rule, a man's Insignificance Is
national guard, organized reserves and
Don't Imagine that you are the
training corps units will not have to In exact proportion to the Importance
' v
ter of gravity.
be cut in rank and pay due to progres- of his telephone voice.
sive reductions In the army.

Marcel Wave Is Fifty Years Old.
Marcel, the hairdresser, who created
the "wave" known by his name to
every woman, is going ts celebrate the
fiftieth anniversary of his invention,

Just as there are anniversaries of,
poets, scientists and,. statesmen. , : ,.
Marcel started Ufe as a rather different sort of artist. His father, was ,
a stonecutter and tried o get his e
to follow In the parental footsteps,
but young Marcel dreamed ef dressing
,
court ladies' hair. ,,
Marcel made his million, and then
suddenly closed shop 25 years age.
He jBtarted to Italy, but stopped out- chateau, '
side of Paris and bought
where he is still living.
,

Timely Aid.

An old negro woman came Into a
Hollywood real estate office the other
day and was recognized as the tenant
of a small house the value ef which
had become much enhanced by reasoa
of a new studio building in that neighborhood. "Look here, auntie, We are
going to raise your rent this month,"
the agent remarked briskly. "Deed,
an' Ahse glad to hear dat, sah," the
old woman replied, ducking her head
politely. "Mighty glad, fo' sho, cuse
Ah des come In hyah terday ter tell
yo' all dat Ah couldn't raise hit dls
month." Saturday Evening Post ,
"

.

cen"

Too Bad.

"Radium is extremely Taluable.
"Yes, but it is so dangerous you can't
wear it." Louisville Courier-Journa- l.
. Honors
achieved far exceed those
that are created. .

Feminist Assails Women Murderers.
Washington.
Feminism Is going to
put an end to the feminine crime
wave that recently has been taking
toll of men's lives. This was the declaration of MissLavlnia H. Egan of
Georgia, field worker of the National
"Really educated
party.
Woman's
women don't shoot their faithless husbands or lovers," declared Miss Egan.
They
"They have too much sense.
can stand on their own feet and fight
their own battles."
'

Girl Hurled to Death From Roof.
New York. Two new murders, one
of a young woman who was lured to
the roof of an office building, police
believe, and then hurled to her death,
and the other of a man whose body
and wrapped
was found
in a burlap bag and left In the gutter
In front of St. Paul's Lutheran
church, are being investigated' by the
police. The woman was identified by
Frank Kempler as his wife.

" 1
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sa main

THE

bullet-riddle-

French Wine Men to

Aid U. S. Wets.

Paris. A large fund reaching miiny
millions of francs has been pledged by
the wine interests of Europe to make
a "merciless" campaign against prohibition in the United States and pther
countries. The fight 'will be waged
through the newly organized international League Against Prohibition,
with headquarters in Paris. The American compaign will be carrleí on ta:
conjunction with the liquor forces of

Postum eomes In two
forms: Instant Postum (in
tins) prepared instantly in
the cup by the addition of
boiling water. Postum
Cereal (in packages), for
those who prefer to make
the drink while flie meal
is being prepared; made
by boiling fully 20 minutes.

Postum

v.

Ppstum Cereal

way to satisfaction, comfort and health

-

delicious; and the cost is
onty about ftc per cup.
by.

,

way.
Postum, has become a world-wid- e
This famous table beverage which has stood the test of
years, fills every requirement of taste for a
twenty-fiv- e
hot and invigorating mealtime drink. Unlike coffee or
tea, Postum contains nothing that can irritate nerves or
disturb digestion. Even the children may safely enjoy it.
Wouldn't it be well for you to avoid the harm which
so many have found in coffee and tea, and protect
health While pleasing taste, with wholesome, satisfying
Postum?
.y
Order from your grocer today!

The two forms are equally

Made

Vfi2J

?

Co., Inc.,

Battle Creek, Mich.

FOR HEALTH

"There's a Reason"

the United States.

i,
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;
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The

Spanish-America-

Roy, H

n,
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arding County, New Mexico.

Mr. H. J. Hagerman, pesident of the Taxpayers' Association says: ,
"But, irrespective of details; it is the tone, the trend, in the course of public affairs, and its results which an administration is ultimately to be held responsible for. What has actually peen the tend, the tone of our recent state
ldministration and of the dictators of the "republican" policies in New Mexico
as regards the all important question of retrenchment of public expenditures
and lower taxes."
:
State levy, three fifths of which goes
Here is the Trend of the
schools,
etc:
back to the counties for roads,
Levy 1919
5.75' mills
Levy, 1920
5.25 mills
mills
1921
Levy
5.00
- ..vi
4.50 mills)
Levy 1922

....,...'..',

v

ELECTION

PROCLAMATION
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.

--
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V

Cone-Schoo-

.

"so-calle-

l

;s

Cha-mit- o,

,

DOWNWARD TREND IN
FOUR YEARS AMOUNTS TO

.

;

Otero-Warre-

n,

,

$437,500.
Herc is the trend of the Highway Levy, all of which is returned to the coun
ties by which it is paid in:
4.50 mills
Levy 1920
3.00 mills
Levy 1921
2.50 mills
Levy 1922

-

o

.

DOWNWARD TREND IN
FOUR YEARS AMOUNTS TO

9)

ht

l

$700,000

Here is the trená of the school expenditures though efforts of Republican
agreement
officials. These reductions . have been made after conference and
:
with local boards and have not in any instance injured the schools
In 1921 by State Educational Auditor $200,000
In 1922 by State Educational Auditor $440,000
"
50,000
In 1922 by" State Tax Commission
In 1922 by Surplus applied againsrt levy 320,000

,...''.

Downward Trend School costs

Pricinct No. 7 at Bradley
school house.'.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
Precinct No . 8 at Albert
Public notice is hereby given
THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL
house .
lyn
to
pursuant
school
paragraph
that
DISTRICT
of the compiled laws of 1915 a Precinct No . 9 at David school
Of The State of New Mexico general election for the selection house.
;
Sitting'Withiii ? and for the of State and County officers will Precinct No. 10 at Juan Vigil
be held in Harding County on Residence.'
COUNTY OF IÍARDING
Precinct No. 11 at lower Mosthe Tuesday next after the first
A. B. Slusher.
.. ..
1922,
quero school house.
Monday in Movember
Plaintiff, "
which date of said election is NoPrecinct No,. 12 at Gallegos
;
vs
vember 7th 1922; and that at School House."
said election ali qualified voters Precinct No. 13 at Alamosa,
and
W. H. Jordan
will be entitled to vote for their school house.
A.'M. Jordan;
TToliw Hon- 11
i. xt
choice
for the following named
Defendants,
Residence.
officers, vi7:
derson
Wilson Company, a
,
Stephen
Pjecinct No. 15 at
Senate:
States
United
corporation,
represent New Mexico in the
House.
Intervenor.
;
United State Senate: Stephen
Precinct No. 16 at William
B. Davis, East Las Vegas, N. Maytum Residence.
No. loo.
M,; A. A. Jones, E. Las Vegas,
Precinct 17 at Abbott school
NOTICE OF COMMISSIONER'S N. M. ; Dr. T. C. Rivera,
house.
,' SALE
Precinct No. 18 at, Salado
N. M.
repreto
One representative
school house.
,
Under and by virtue of an or- sent New Mexico in the lower
No. 19 at Sabino
Precinct
foreder of sale and decree of
house of Congress : Adelina school house . '
closure issued out of the DisSanta Fe, N. M. ; Given by the order of the
trict Court of the Eighth Judi John Morrow, Raton, N. M. ; A. Board of County Commissioners
cial District of the State of New E. Moon Otto, Santa Fe, N. M. of Harding County, New' MexMexico, sitting within and for
Governor of New Mexico: C. ico, this the 26 day of October
the County of Harding, onsthe L. Hill, Hill, N. M.;James F. A. D. 1922.
25th dav of October A. D. 1922, Hinkle, Roswell, N." M. ; T. S.
E. F, Gallegos,
in the above entitled cause, Smith, Estancia, N.'M.
Chairman of the Board of
wherein the intervenor, Wilson
Lieutenant Governor: Eufra-ci- County Commissioners.
Company, a corporation, obtainGallegos, Gallegos, N. M.; ATTEST:
ed a iudsrement and decree of D.
Gregg. Columbus, N. M. ; C. Ernest Anderson.
D.
foreclosure against the above
Baca, Pendaries, N. M. County Clerk.
E.
Jose
named plaintiff, A. B Slusher,
of State: J. A.
Secretary
and the above named defendants Des Geogres; Taos, N. M. ; Sole- - ST. GEORGE'S
W. H. Jordan and A. M. Jor dad C. Chacon, Albuquerque,
SCHOOL NOTES
dan, for the sum of Six Hundred D. G. Bigsbee, Encmo, N. M.
Forty-eigand 89100 ($648.-8The pupils of the St George's-SchooOne Justice of the Supreme
principal, interest, and attor
Mexico R. P.;
had their monthly tests in
New
of
Court
ney's fees, and the sum of Five Barnes, Albuquerque, N. M.; all subjects this past week. A
Dollars ($5) costs, the under Sam G. Bratton, CloVis, N. M. ; owvd numher of the nUDÜS havé
signed commissioner was com A.
J. McDonald, Clayton, N ,. M. improved in their studies the pamanded to sell at public auction
One Commissioner of Public st month. The following are the
in the manner prescribed by law, Lands. Frederick Muller, Santa names of the highest averages
all those certain chatties and
N. M. ; Justiniano Baca, Al- m their respective classes.
personal property described as Fe,
buquerque, N. M. ; W. p. Ber- F.irrtth ClrnAc
follows:
Jennifr,
V
Christian uoctnne:
ry, Abbott, N. M.
'
One DeLavel cream, separaAttorney General : A .' A .
Pacheco, Ada Hurley, b ranciaAlbuquerque, N. Mi ; Mi- Bonoke and Julia Scheier. bpel-lintor purchased from the Wilson Co., One International
lton J. Helmick, Albuquerque,
Jennie PachecoirAda, HurBuckeye farm truck with
N. M. ;Thos. S. Savage, Clay- ley. Arithmetic: Ada Hurley.
wheat drill
bed, one one-roton, N. M.
U.S. History : Ada Hurley and
:
Julia.
one Mammoth 14 disc wheat
State Auditor: Hilario Del- Julia Scheier.
N.
M;
:
row
John
Juan
and
double.,,
drill, one
gado, Santa Fe, N.
Scheir
Gertrude Swoyer.
Dere Lister, one team of
Vigil, Telpa, N. M. ;E. M. Kee-ga- Reading: Ada Hurley and JenJenyears old" one
mares-fou- r
nie Pacheco. Geograyhy:
Canton, N. M.
" dark bay and óiíe light bay, State Treasurer: O. A. Mat-so- nie Pacheco. History: of N.M.
light bay has two white feet
Albuquerque, N. M. ;J. W. Ada Hurley. Civics: Julia Schoi- "
'
;
and dark bay branded 6 on Corbin, Estancia, N. M. ; M. A. ei.
right jaw, ' sound weight Higgins, Springer, N. M.
Seventh. Grade.
about 1000 "lbs. each, value
Christian Doctrine : Z Amedeo
State Superintendent of Pub
about $75.00 each, One ten'; lie Instruction: Maud L. Blaneyi" IcGrath, Desiderio Gorcia:'Fran,- "foot McCormick hay "rake.' Carrizozo, N. M. Isabel Eckles, cis Brashears. Snellihír Amadeo
One International. 16 disc
Silver City, N. M. ; Mrs. Hattie McGrath, Desiderio Garcia. Ari
::
:, harrow.
Kimball, Estancio, Ñ. M.
thmetic: Francis Brashears. U.
One Bayne farm wagon with
One member of the Coporr S. Historv: Lena Baker. Enclish
box and spring: seat. Five
ation Commission r Pleasant A. Desidorio Garcia. Reading: Fra
sets of double harness. "
Hill, Española, N. M. ; Bonifacio ncis Brashears, Desiderio Garcia.
One roan mare and one roan , Montoya, Bernilillo, N. M. ; W. Geography: Lena Baker. Phyhorse, both branded on left
R. Green, Albuquerque, N. M. siology : Desiderio Garcia .
shoulder as follows : SupOne representative from Hard Sixth Grade.
posed tobe JS
Chrisian Doctrine: Elizabeth
in County, to the' New Mexico,
Three bay mares, all bay,
L. II . Brock, Mos Copenhaver, Arthur Martinez.
legislature:
quero, N. M.;A. W. Drake, Spelling: Arthur Martinez Ariunbranded, brought to New
'
Mexico by party of the first
Mosquero, N. M.
thmetic: Avon Romero, Celeste
part. One all bay filly two
County Sheriff: F. M. Hughes, Brashears. U.S. History: Ar- years old, unbranded, and
Solano, N. M.; L. T. Sullivan,
Mosquero, N. M. ; John F. Gib- Brashears.
, one three year old filly, all
Reading: Arthur
bay, unbranded, raised by
son, Roy, N. M.
Martinez . Geography : - Celeste
party of the first part.
David
Probate Judge:
Brashears. Physiology: Elizebe-t- h
One three year old filly, sor
Copenhaver.
Albert, N. M.; Rafeal
rel, unbranded, raised by
fixier, Bueyeros, N. M.
Fifth Grade.
- party of 4;he first part'
County Assessor : Earl
Christian Doctrine: Francis
One gray mare and sucklRoy, N." M. ; L. , W- - Hild, Lawrence Scheier. Penma- ing" colt, unbranded, sub
Vilson, Mosquero, N. M.
nsnm : .ísaoei i, tinelo. Manuel
ject to an attachment- - by
County Treasurer : Candela- j Griefo. Spelling:; Isabel Griego,,
Dr. O. B. Moon.
N. M.; A. -- vt oce . iscneier.
rio
iteaaing:
. One half interest of party of
F. Chavez, Albert, N; M.
lBet.riie Branch, Francis Hild.
the first part in the followCounty School Superintendent Urainniar: A,gnes Baker. Arith.
ing property:
Myra O. DeFrees, Mosquero, N. metic: Manuel Grieero. Geopr- aOne DeLaval cream separa-to- r,
M . ; Mrs. Chas. Cason, Mosqueo phys Agnes Baker, Lawrence:
Buckeye Interna- one
N. M. ; '..
o
bcheier. Physiology: Isabel
'
tional truck with bed com- County Clerk : J . H . Crane,
One two row lister,"
Cone, N. M.'; Homer D. Hol- Fourth Grade.
. One Mammoth fourteen disc
mes, Roy, Nv M.
Christian Doctrine: Franras.
wheat drill, One 'Interna.-'.- "'
. . ., Three County CommissionGonzales, Virgil Scheier. Pentional sixteen disc harrow
ers: ; District No. 1,, Andres manship: Francis Gonzales. Re
team of mares four
, Ope
G. Trujillo Solano, N. M.; D. ading: .Virgil Scheier, Robert
years old, one dark bay. one, M. Martinez, Roy, N. M.; Dis- Brashears. Spelling: Demitilo
'
light bay, 'light bay hás-jtrict Nor., C. R. Hyder, Bryan-tin- Ortego, Grammer, Tony Demitilo
N. M. ; S. B. Oliver, Lo- ro. Arithmetic: and fleocrmnhv
right hind and front feet
'
gan,
bay
..white, dark
N. M,; District No., 3, Agnrs Patrick. Physiology: Ro- is branded
'
Juan M. Baca, Déllaven, N. M.; oert israshears.
as follows on left shoulder,
land also 6 on right jaw.
Luis C.: de Baca, Rosebud, N. M. Third Grade.
County Surveyor, Dudley S.
Christian Doctrine: Bersabel
WHEREFORE, Public notice Durrin, Mosquero, N. M.
Griieco. Readincr: Trini-iar- l
Co,
is hereby given that on the 4th Pierce Fields, David N. M.
saus. Spelling: Barlimino Casaus
day of December A. D. 1922,
Thjs is to give further notice
Caroline Garcia.
at the hour of ten o'clock in the by proclanation that the above Arithmetic:
The renort carda will Vw
forenoon of said day, at the are the names of the candidates Thursday Nov.
2nd.
front door of Citizen State Bank for each of the said offices to please ask your children Parents
for the?
of Mills, in the Village of Mills, be filled at said election, and card ánd see if there is any
imHarding County, State of New the same are on file in the office provement.
with
the
Mexico, I will in obedience to of the County Clerk, together
and
work
will
tethers
be
more
said order and decree Of fore- wfth the Post Office addréss of su sfactory in every way.
closure sell the above described each candidate.
The children were busy in th- chattels and personal property to
It is further proclaimed and eir lasti arawmg lesson making
the highest and best bidder in ordered that the polls in each witches, cats. owls, bats and mi- cash therefor, or sufficient'there voting place of Harding County mnkins to rW.nrnt tViiniv i.looo '
of to satisfy said judgement, to- to be opened for voting from 9 rooms
lor Hallowe n.
gether with interest to date of A. M, of said date until 6 P. M.,
The Fifth Gráde are makinosale, which said interest will o;i of which the following are the experiments in
physiology and
the sum of places of voting, viz :
baid date amount-t- o
Agriculture. They are very mu(
55.45)
and
the
Five and 45100
Precinct No. 1 at the Court ch interested in their work. The
costs of suit and of sale.
Primary pupils are makinir won
House, Mosquero, N. M.
Precinct No. 2 at the Solano derful .progress in all their worlc.
Dated at Mills. New Mexico,
this 31st day of October A . D. School House, Solano, N. M.
Kev. a. ttstvelt of Tucumcari,
Precinct No 3 at F. H. Fos- Rev. Father P. Hallv D M T f
1922.
Springer and Father T. Kenne-ter's office, Roy, N. M.
Precinct No. 4 Mills. N. M. ay, u . ai. 1 . of Dawson were welAppointed
by
Commissioner
at school house.come visitors of Rev. Father F.
said Court.
Precinct No. 5 at Képhart Vachon, O. M. I. this past
week. They were here to enCRAMPTÓN, "PHILLIPS & DAR School House.
Precinct . No. ' 6 at - Deháven joy the program the pupils 'gave
DEN, attorneys for Intervenor
'
school house
jir.t,SifiZ .Friday evenir,
Raton, New Mexico. "' ' "";
D C 705
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Totál trend of reduction
$2,147,500
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PAROCHIAL SCHOOL
VOTE FOR THE HARDING
COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
GIVES FINE PROGRAM

Red Cross Gains

I

Strength in All
I
Foreign Fields

:

Thp pupils of the Parochial
'
This will be the last issue be- school gave a fine program and
fore election and once more we entertainment last Friday event
are askine- the Voters to cast ing to a large and appreciative
Harding coun audience at the School Hall. The
Í In Insular possessions of the United their ballot for the
need
We
a County program given consisted of songs
school.
y
high
States und In foreign lands the AmeriCounty, piayets, aialogues,
Harding
in
High
School
durheavy
gains
Cross
Red
scored
can
recitaions.
to it drill etc, and showed wonderful
entitled
surely
Roy
is
ing the last year, passing the pre- and
reasons set training by their teachers.
vious membership high mark of 1918 for the different
by 4,261 and advancing the figure to ftrh in this naner for the Tast
Every number was a winner
156,408.
The Philippines take the many weeks. The new fine schand
deserves special mention, but
lead, gaining nearly 100 per cent, now
nearing comple- it would make this write up too
In Kurope ool building is
liaving 115,917 members.
the 1921 Roll Call enrolled 11,125 tion and will soon be ready for long, but we must mention the
with the Constantinople Chapter re- occupancy.
Hoop Drill by a number of youporting 665. a gain of 33 members. ' Roy already has a ifour year ng girls, the Pantomine "Rock of
China was 1,782 members, a gain of established
High School with Ages" The dance "Sailors Horn696; the little Virgin Islands hav Federal and State Aid and is reapipe" several fine songs and the
1,000, while the Dominican Republic
dy to receive children from all duet by little Paul - and Leota
with 2,927 advanced from its previous
regardless Scheier and the Greeting song
high mark by 1,423 new members over Hardin sr County
a County by little Frances Deighan. While
1920,
now
organized
In
madé
is
has
whether
it
Haiti,
pearly 1,000 enrolled. ' Mexico reports High School or not, but if it is these were the winning numbers,
854, a gain of 327 In one year. The made a County High School all
all were very good and the pupils
American Red Cross has spread Its will be interested in it.
acquitted themselves with great
over some 70 foreign
membership
"
Remember this will be no extra honors.
'.
vW
lands and Its Junior membership outvote
so
Taxpayer,
you
to
Mr
side of the United States Is clse to cost
The St George's Parochial
700,000,
the High School ballot and Vote school is doing good1 work, and
ft "YES" on November 7th next has a fine enrollment this year.

-

'

'

Gain

Mora than 325 Chapters engaged to
fife saving r water first aid last yww
with the result that the American Red
Cross Life Saving Corps his get a new
high . ía.'i for enrollment and the
Bumtw of qualified Mf savers developed. The influence of "learn to
swim week" In many localities, is reducing the water fatalities tirough In- -'
itrnctlon and the wider dissemination
--

.

af resuscitation methods demonstrated

by the Red Cress representatives.
work has been (5 one I teaching
a large part of the American population how ta take care of Itself in tha
water. Growing appreciation for this
Service 1
Red Cross
ahowa by the compulsory instruction
sdr-'- d
In many eitiea for members
tht ollce and fire departments la tha
prona pressure method of resuscitation.
Ei-relle-

14fe-Savln- g

-

Tuesday.

Red Cross Water
First Aid Makes
Life-Savin- g

-

..wj.ii.saSi8

AMERICAN LEGION TO CELEBRATE ARMISTICE DAY

The American Legion Boys
assisted by the Auxiliary have
made all necessary preparations
for a big ce; bration on November 11th, Armistice Day. They
are asking the puplic to join with
them on this date and help them
make it a real Armistice Day celebration.
The program outlined by the
boys is as follows:
...9.30. A.M. Parade
American Legion and
Men, Members of Auxiliary,
and Public School Children.
Parade will form at Masonic
Hall and all those to take part in
it are neouested to be present at
v
9.20 A.M.
9.45 At Union Church:
Ex-Servi- ce

have several graduates
from the eighth grade who will
be ready to enter the HardingCounty High School "next year.
By the way we forgot to mention that a beautiful Bedouir Cap
was given away by the school to
the person holding the lucky' number and Elmer Bursick was the
lucky fellow to wiiithe cap;; ;:

It

will

-

:

The members of the Pleasant
View Sunday School will give a
big Pie Supper on Thursday
evening November 9th and they
invite the public to attend,. The
proceeds of the supper will be
used to make the necessary ar-

rangements for a big Christmas
tree which they expect to give
this Christmas.JSveryone come
out and help this new organizaI
Invocation,
tion for they will appreciate it
Music by Orchestra,
Read the SPANISH AMERICAN
very much. 'Come and bring
Address by prominent speaker pie and a dollar.
11.00, Song
"Star Spangled
The Peasant View Union Sun-dBanner"
School.
Orchestra music.
Program of school children,
Johnnie Nutter is sporting a
NOON
new Ford Coupe this week . We
1:30 P. M. Invocation:
are glad to know that Johnnie is
Orchesra music,
able to purchase this nice car as
Address, Rev. Cooke,
we are sure he will enjof it Very
Address, Rev. Fletcher,
much.
Mt'3ir Orchestra
3:00 P. M. Basket Ball
Candidato, for ' State Senator
tuu Hi té t, m m m m tá m 'Jtu tai Roy Boys vs Springer Boys,
last
:Roy Girls va Springer Girls S.B. Davis wf& IJHJojr the
;
-part of this, week
a-

.
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PLEASANT VIEW SUN
DAY SCHOOL TO GIVE
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PIE SUPPER
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Saturday, November 4th, 1922.

The Spanish American, Roy, Harding County, New Mexico.
VOTERS

ORDINANCE NUMBER 26

Don't forget on election when
you go to the polls that J.H.
Crane , the Republican Nominee
for County Clerk is a tried official and one who has made good.
You have not heard a single complaint against his work as County Commissioner, and he assures
you of the same service if elected
for the office of County Clerk.
He has the education and ability and will make Harding County an official we will be proud
of. Mr Crane is a man liked by
the whole population of the county, as he is fair and square in
all his dealings and he has made
a good clean campaign. Vote for
Mr. Crane for County Clerk and
you will never regret it, for he
is a man that is not only competent, but has the ability. Adv

An ordinance levying a tax
upon the taxable property of the
Village of Roy for general purposes and for the purpose of producing money to pay interest on
the water works bonds.
'
Be it ordained by the Board of
Trustees of the Village of Roy:
Section 1. That a tax of
three mills (.003) on the dollar
be and hereby is levied upon all

,

NOTICE FOR

PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay
ton, New Mexico, Oct. 12, 1922.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Albert T. Casodos, of Roy Harding County, New Mexico, who,
on October, 5th, 1918, made

MILLS AND VICINITY

..f33
r3i
u line &hm&'
.,

to

If'

.stMpcrc--

of the

.

night.

Here are a few examples of prices on standard merchandise that just arrived: " '
32 inch Dress Gingham, beautiful patterns,

of Harding for the year, 1922,
for the purpose of paying interest on the water bonds of said

......

per yard V.V.V..

'
Village.
Section 3. That said taxes
shall be collected the same as
other taxes are collected and
when so collected the same shall
be turned over to the Village
'

22Vitf

.

Chiidrens dockings black and
Prices

1

. . . . . .

.......

1

.. . . .

Men's heavy wool mixed sox

.

brown

Suits?

to

9'2
ISf, 15ji and 18 a pair.
i .... 25
per pair.

Men's heavy weight silk stitched edge

treasurer.

size

Ribbed Union

......

...............

5

$1.40

each-

-

Men's Medium weight corduroy, pants $2 75 per pair.

SE1.4-NE1- 4,

We can lisri hundreds of equally good
space does not permit
'7

bargains but

'

;!

We deliver twice a day about 10:00 A. M. and 4:00
y
P M.
...
.'

,

'

PRICE STORE
WE BUY AND SELL FOR CASH,
A ONE

.

--

Prices- -

David's Company

'.'

.

At Live and Let Live

.28-411-18-- 25

A deal was consumated last
Tuesday whereby H.. W. Dyke-ma- n
became the owner of the
G. W. Réherd's homestead, four
miles northwest of Mils. Consideration $1,200. Mr. Dyke-ma- n
gets all the feed raised on
the place this year which con
acres of corn,
sists of about
household furniture and dishes
and will take possesion right
away. Mr. Dykeman is fortunate in getting 80 acres so near
Mills for that price and it will
make him and his family a, nice
home. Mr Reherd expects to
lVturra to Minnesota from whence he came.
,
C. E. Hummel who previous-t- o
thP railroad strike was work- jing in the machine shops at
Fairview, Oklahoma, passed thru
Mills Monday enroute to California where he expects to seek em
ployment.
He was traveling by
by auto and enjoying; camp life.
Wm. Buttram, one of our nust
ling merchants, made two trips
to Springer Tuesday with, a
relatives in Oklahomaiatis$ktruc
truck load' of hogs. He has a
contract to furnish some fellow
at that place 300 head of hogs.
Mrs. C. . Leonhard returned
Wednesday from a visit with relatives in Oklahoma and Texas.
The Mills basket ball boys and
girls played the Roy basket ball
teams last Saturday. Our girls
have not had much practice, and
therefore were defeated but the
boys came home victorious.
Those from here who attended
the Sunday School convention at
Mosquero last Sunday were:
C. D. Cheney and family, Prof.
Yarbrough and family,- - T. D.
Bartmass and family; Rev. Flet
cher and family, Mrs G. E.
Cochrane, Mrs Meta Stafford,
Mr. and Mrs. C Garner and C.
D Horn. Roy and Liberty Sunday Schools were well represented the same as Mills but the
Mosquero well we saw a few
people from Mosquero anyway it
was a good convention. Pres.
Wade got somewhat excited when he asked a lady to make a talk
and got her name confused with
that of his lady friend, but such
things as that can be expected.
-

V

) '

The First National Bang places the advantage
of the Federal Reserve SythhhhhhhhbETAOHR
of the Federal Reeerve System at tte disposal of
every resident óf Harding Couny.
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above is a photo of the Floer-sheiMercantile Company Store Build- ing in Roy. It is one of the best business buildings in Harding County.
The Floersheim Mercantile Co., gave
away nearly a thousand dollars in prizes
to their customers last Saturday.
TJfie

Thiá strong National Bank, as a rsult of ample
resources, efficient management and membership
in the Federal Reserve System assures every client
most effective service under all conditians.

NEW OCCÓUNTS INVrTED.

m

6. S. Jones formerly of this
place but now of Ft. Morgan,
Colo., arived here Thursday
where he will spend a few dsys
looking after his bean crop.

Striking New Red Cross Poster

NEW MEXICO.

'i

,,
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Mrs . F . L . Schultz entertained
her Sunday School Class "The
King's Messengers" with a class
party on Hallowe'n eve at her
home m the east end of towit
Each member of the class wast'
given the privilage of inviting;
one friend and a large number
of young folks had gathered at
the Schultz home by the tim-th"Spooks" and "Goblins" appeal-re- d
and for the next few hours'
they spent one of those enjoyable evenings that tht young folks
appreciate so much. Games of
all sorts were played during the
evening and at intervals music
was furnishéd by the Class. The
children were so filled with enthusiasm that they forgot that it .
was the evening of witches, gobs-lin- s
etc until time to return tot
their various homes, but the;
light of the full moon helped tox
alleviate their fears and all got;
home safely without being capr-turby any witch or goblin.
ed

Afine lunch was served By

the hostess late in the evening;
and we are told that all did ample
justice to the lunch. Afetr which,
a few more games were played'
and then all left for theif homes'
after voting that their teacher ,
Mrs. chultz is a real entertainer .
as well as teacher.
ATTENTION VOTERS

'

I have tried to see every voter
in Harding County and ask you
for your support on election day.
Those whom I have missed, I also ask you for your support and
any favor you may show me in
any way on election day will be
very much appreciated by me. If
you see fit to elect me on Nov..
7th as your Sheriff, I will see
that the laws are enforced and
will be a Sheriff fcr the whole
people of the County.
L.T. Sullivan,' .
Democratic nominee for SheriiL
Adv.

The Hallowe'en party .given
at the home.of II . L. Boyd Tues
doy evening was well attended,
36 being present.
The evening
was spent in playing games. All
report a good time .
MR. VOTEIS
Euplio Baca who has been working in the Wilson Co., store of
Remember that E. F. Gallegos
this place moved to Mosquero
Republican nominee for Lieu
the
Wednesday where he will take
tenant
Governor 13 a liardinjf
by
King
Harry
place
vacated
the
sberry in the Wilson Co., store at Countv nroduct. A man that ha
made good as Representative and
.
that place.
He will
County Commissioner.
W. L. Brockman and family' be of much valué to Haromg:
left for the mines in the Cripple County ' as president of the
Creek district wlfei 0 he will
and bein? a member of the
.
work this winter.
majority party in power we can
WP aré going to prophesy just and may expect much of him .
a little. Not on the weather, He has the ability, arid is not
Oh no, but on the coming elec afraid to work for Harding Coution . We predict a republian ntv. and vou will be doine the
victory all the way through. The County good by helping to send
basis of our prediction is the say him to Santa Fe as president of
ing that misfortune never comes the Senate. Support a home man
htingle. This country has ex and you will always be proud of
perienced one or the dryest it; Let's show New Mexico that
year which it has ever known. we have faith in Mr. Gallegos by
No feed has been raised except giving him a hsavy vote in HardAbv.
in certain localities which means ing County.
that we must depend upon the
railroads to bring us hay for beast it would bring only gilef
stock, which no doubt will come to our minds by trying to write
high in price, through the long poetry and therefore we are per
Everything fectly contented to let said goat
winter months.
which the farmer has to sell is alone.
dead cheap and we doubt if he
We claim the exclusive right
could give ahorse away. Wives
write poetry for the simple
t
have deserted their homes and reason that we wrote some long .
sickness has caused big doctor before
tha correspondent thot
bills to be paid. The w? jes of the of trying to or in other words
man who works on a salary has we were here fist. If he was
been cut to a minimum price poet it would not be so bad but
0
and we only need anothe repubit is evidently plain that he is
lican administration for our cup not
find it is therefore redicUlous
to be running over with sorrow. to the extreme;
We refer our readers to the;
That Mosquero correspondent
wrote a column las week in verse bf hia so called poetry
which, he accused us of getting which he asted us to note
his "goat" but we firmly deny week. Now no true poet would
the acusation . , Should we be- have written in any such a "rav
;
come pessesed c the torrid tie, dattle" manner.
te
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Kivetin; the attention of the beholder en the fact that the, American Red Crosa is chartered by Congres as an official volunteer relief
oigenization tha dome of the Capitol at Washington, upon which is superimposed a large Eed Cross, is the central fitmr of a new poster for the
Annual Bed Cross Roll Call. The poster, which has been pronounced he
of the most striking of innumerable representations of tlie famous dome,
is the work'of Franklin Booth, a New York artist of wide renown. It will
be displayed throughout the country during the Roll Call period, Armistice
Day to Thanksgiving. When the Rod Croat membership for 1828 will bt
CoreUetL
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The Best
We are selling these
high quality tires and

Roy, New Mexico

;

Se-na-

One Quality Only

R.S. Wood Motor Co.

ge's

;

TIRES AND TUBES

tubes at prices you
pay for the ordinary
makes. Come in and
get comparative figures,

Father Vachon pronounced the
words last Wednesday at
Chapel that made Samuel Martinez and Delis Andrade?
!man and wife; The young couple comes from among the most
prominent Spanish speaking peo
ple of this part ,of the states.
The brida is the daughter of.
Mr. and Mrs. Leopoldo Andrades
of La Cinta Canyon and th
z
groom is the brother of
Sola(Miller) of near
no. The groom is the son of the ;
late Mixiniliano Martinez a well
know n cattle man of the earlier
days.
The young couple went to the?
home of the brides parents after
the wedding where a fina dinner was served to the happy
young coupla and their friends
and relatives. ),
Mr. and Mrs. Martinez will be'
at home to their many friends,
on their ranch in La Cinta with-- in
a few weeks.
The S. A. extends congratulations to the happy couple.

.
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Phillip-Martine-

Ghosts and spooks were on the
street until a late hour m the

Was bought for cash at a big bargain therefore
we are in a position to sell at greatly reduced prices.
Since taking this over we have' received large factory
shipments of merchandise which we bought for cash
at a big saving and will offer them to the trade on the
same basis.
;,

purpose.
Section 2. That a tax of five
and 210 mills (.0052) on the
dollar be and hereby is .levied
upon all the taxable property
within the corporate limits of
the Village of Roy in the County

A. D. Murford returned' to
Dawson Monday in search of
employment.
W. F. Burris has disposed of
his stock and has left for parts
unknown.
i:
G. R. Belknap is on the sick
list this week.
Grades from tha 6th up held
a Hallowe'en party in the Turner building last Friday" night.

i

ROY TRADING CO

taxable property within the corporate limits of the Village of
Roy in the Coutty of Harding
for the year, 1922, for general

SE-SW-

N12-NE1- 4,

n

OF MERCHANDISE

Homestead Application, Number
Section 4. That thisl ordi026232, for
Sec. 8. nance shall take effect and be in
full force from and after its pasEia-SE- i,
Sec 17, Town- sage and approval.
ship 19 N, Range 25. E, N.M. P.
Passed and approved this 2nd
Meridian, has filed notice of in- day of October, 1922.
tention to make Final Three
M. D. Gibbs,
Years Proof, to establish claim
Mayor.
to the land above described, beSEAL
fore F. H. Foster, U. S. Com- ATTEST : Frank L. Schultz,
missioner, at his office at Roy,
;
Clerk. '
New Mexico, on the 25 day of
28-- 4
V
November, 1922,.
Claimant names as witnesses :
Harry Stafford, Thomas
DANIEL K. SADLER .
bury, J. H. Sansbury and Hiiro
Attorney-at-LqGomez, all of Roy, New Mexico.
International Bank BU&.
II. II. Errett,
..
Register,
RATON, N.M..
N12-NW1- 4,

m
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THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

He went back through the kitchen.
cl renin stances, and the work
was being pushed had left no time In the middle of the room he suav
something dimly outlined on the floor.
for anything else.
Backfiring was Impossible, for the .He struck a match and found Jules in
wind came up the cleared road from a pool of blood. One side of his head
the muskeg with hurricane force. Wil- had been almost battered, to pieces
ton posled his men along the near Side with a hatchet that lay on the floor
..
of the way, to beat. out the patches of nearby. ,
flame that would spring up from the
And yet Jules was not dead, for, as
burning brands carried over it by tho Wilton bent over him, he opened his
wind.
eyes and smiled very faintly into his
came roaring master's face. And the fingers of one
The conflagration
down on them before many minutes outstretched hand quivered and pointhad passed. It seemed to gather force ed toward the office.
as it advanced.
The smoke was stiWilton raised Jutes gently in his
fling. They could see one another arms and carried him within, and luid
only dimly In the swirling fog.
him on the floor. The Indian was alThe line of Are shot through the most at his last gasp, and he seemed
crackling ferns and undergrowth be- struggling to express something before
fore them, and reached the edge of he died.
the cleared way. Then the workers
The fluttering fingers pointed upfound themselves surrounded with a ward. All that was left of life within
ring of flame. The trees and grass the broken body seemed to be concen(COPYRIGHT BY STKWART KIPD COMPANY Í
were alight behind them. And along trated In thera. Wilton watched thera.
the muskeg edge the conflagration had
The fingers squirmed and twisted.
.
thrust out .gripping tentacles of flame It seemed to Wilton that there waa
"You've"
"I've fixed It about that safe. We that edged round and in toward the something In the room that Jules
They were pointing now
wanted.
had a devil of a Job the first time we engine-shedShouting to those nearest hlra to fol- toward the safe. Wilton raised the
tried. He's got a deafmute there who
seems to have eyes like a cat, and' low, Wilton ran down toward the dying man in his arms and supported
But when the grade came the shoulders against his knees, so
sleeps with them open. Carruthers swamp.
caught Lee Chambers at the window into sight he saw something that that Jules might see.
Jules pointed straight at the safe,
and smashed' his nose. And. of course, caught his cry and killed it on his Hps.
Chambers' usefulness at the camp Is Of a sudden his veins seemed to run looked up, and nodded. Wilton nodded.
However, I've fixed it now.' Ice for blood. The fire had caught the Jules seemed to lose interest then, but
ended.
and a day or two will see us with what trestllng and was running along the
we want, and Carruthers with what he timbers, eutlng its way toward the
..
east bank.
doesn't want."
"I suppose there's no doubt those ' But what made hlra catch his breath
and clench his fists was this: the fire
did kill Joe Bostock," suggested Phayre, darting a keen look at was moving eastward and yet It could
not have started on the west bank, for
the other.
the trestllng was completely hidhero
Bowyer.
not,"
guess
answered
"I
the foundation, over which
den
under
"Anyway, It's no business of ours how
Qualn put everybody the flames' could not pass. The Are
it happened.
through thé mill, Including me. That had started In the middle of the musof
shows he's at his wits' end. If a new keg, and had been started there
clue comes to hand he'll jump at it, design.
It was the end of everything. Big
for the sake of his reputation. By the
would remain unspanned after
Muskeg
came
man
to
see
in
I
way, Quain's the
you about. You've had a talk with all, when Bowyer assumed control,

ordinary

that

-
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That

won't do," snid Kitty with
"She may come
fierceness.

"She won't. And if she did. and
went down on her knees to him, he
wouldn't look at her."
"What do you mean?" asked Kitty
breathlessly.
Bowyer leaned forward again and
whispered in her ear. Klttr. was as
pale as death, "How'll that do for
yon?" he asked triumphantly.
Kitty rose, trembling. "I'll stick to
my, word," she said. "But you're the
lowest, cur I've ever known, Tom
Bowyer, and I hope I hope somebody flays you flays the skin off you
before you've run your course."
"I'll take my chance of that,"
grinned Bowyer, as he rose.
Kitty sunk back In her chnlr. her
bands over her face. Of a sudden the
abysmal depths of sin had opened beneath her. She was tempted to run
after him and call him back. But she
could not stir. It was some "time
she forced herself to rise. She
went to the window. She guessed that
Bowyer was going to the bank. He
would return thut way, and she could
call him In and tell him that she had
changed her mind.
Suddenly she started back behind
the curtains. Wilton was passing on
the other side of the road. He held
his heRd high, yet he walked like a

-

half-mllllo- n

S

Like Wilton, Bowyer had business
to transact with Phayre. He went
to the bank; It was after hours, but
be knew Phayre would be there, awaiting him.

"Carruthers Is In town," said the
bank president.
"He is, eh?" asked Bowyer, darting
a keen glance at him. "When did he
get In?"
"Day before yesterday. He was
on

that

case."

"That's so, of course," said Bowyer.
.
"What did they get?"
"Six months apiece.".
"No new light on the murder of our
trlend?"
"Nothing. Qualn didn't go Into that
phase of the affair at all. He'd questioned them, and couldn't prove anything."
Bowyer fell Into a brown study for
a few moments.
"Carruthers been here yet?" he Inquired presently.
"Not yet. He's trying to raise a cool
In town. I guess he's been
to the last likely place by now. So
he'll be here tomorrow to renew the
loan."
said
renew, of course,"
"You'll
Bowyer.
"Excellent wheat lands I
Fine Investment for your bank, the
Mlssatibl! By the way, you hit it
strong with that cartoon I"
They both laughed, first at the cartoon, then at Bowyer's raillery.
"No more trouble with Clark?" asked
half-mllllo- n

CHAPTER

XI.

The Conflagration.
Tm going back to work for you,
Mr. Phayre," Wilton had said when he
left the office. And he had meant It.
Without any further hope of keeping
the line for Kitty, he resolved, for the
work's sake, that the day when the
control passed into Bowyer's hands
should see the grade across Big Muskeg.
He found the 'camp In much the
same condition as when he had left it
Andersen reported that the men were
still getting liquor, and were slacking.
Wilton, whose mind had no room for
rival propositions at the same time,
He went
the subject.
dismissed
straight to bed. But he was aroused
by Andersen a little after midnight.
"There's a big blaze a couple of
miles north of us," said the foreman.
And a
"Sprung up like lightning.
gale's sweeping up the swamp. The
men won't turn out to backfire. They
say it's Saturday night and most of
them are drunk."
Wilton put on his clothes quickly,
placed Jules in charge of the shack
and hurried to the bunkhouses. The
workmen obeyed his summons with
slow 'sullenness. They were stupid
with drink. Some jeered ; some refused
to turn out at all.
But some of the engineers and foremen were already hurrying to the

'

Bowyer.

"Not at present. I guess that extra
two hundred squared him. He's a
dangerous customer to hnndle, though.
And absolutely Indispensable for a Job
s
like we had to handle. A
man at his trade, cool as a cucumber,
and looking like a gentleman. You'll
find It hard to beat that combination.
He could have had more than the two
hundred he held me up for."
"He's certainly worth it," admitted
Bowyer.
"Whit'H you do with him
'
next year?"
"Why, he seems to like the work
here," answered Phayre, laughing. "I'll
keep him on, under my eye at a reduced salary."
They both chuckled over that but
Bowyer grew serious quickly. "Well,
I've fixed Kitty Bostock," he said.
"Lord, It's a cinch handling that type
of woman. Once they fancy some
particular man, they'll go through h 11
to get him."
"You've told her you'll buy her shares
at par," he said. "You haven't committed yourself irrevocably to that?"
Bowyer threw his head back and
emitted one of his short laughs. "Well,
I may change my mind," he said. "It

writing."
"Suppose she raises Catn?"
"She can't She's in too deep. She
doesn't know Uow deep."
phayre laughed again, but nervously.
"I neve? cared much for this business,
Bowyer," he said. "If Joe Bostock
hadn't died as he did I'd never have
got mixed up with it. But that gave
tjs our chance. It was a very lucky
accident. If we weren't committed be- -'
yond recovery, I'd pull out even now."
"Pull out?" echoed the other. "How
the devil can we pull out? The trick's

.

In

done."

engine-house- s

The Fire Wa Speeding; at a Terrific
Rata Toward the Camp.
Wilton collected these and
started with them in the direction of
the conflagration.
This was soon seen to be serious.
Under the high wind the fire was
speeding down at a terrific rate toward
the camp, filling the air with dense
clouds of smoke. The camp, having
cleared ways on three sides, had not
These Should ha ve
been
been wide enough to protect It under
scene.

d.

your

HERE'S

old-tim-

bread. You've never tasted
finer food. Order a loaf now
and count the raisins.

e

d raisin bread with at least eight
tempting raisins to the slice
already baked for you by
master bakers in your city.
Simply 'phone your grocer
or a neighborhood bake shop
and have a fresh loaf for
lunch or dinner to delight
your folks.
We've arranged with bakers in almost every town and
city to bake this
raisin bread. '
Made with big, plump,
tender seeded raisins. The
raisin flavor permeates the
full-frui-te

Raisin bread is a rare combination of nutritious cereal and
fruit both good and good for
you. Serve at least twice weekly
to get the benefits.
Use
for home cooking of puddings, cakes, cookies,
Sun-Ma- id

etc.
You may be offered other
brands that you know less well
than
but the kind
you want is the kind you know
is good. Insist, therefore, on
brand. They cost no
more thin ordinary raisins.
Mail coupon for free book of
d
tested
Recipes."
s,

full-fruit-

SUN-MAI-

Sun-Ma- id

"Sun-Mai-

RAISINS

D

The Supreme Bread Raisin

ruwere flre-reins, belching up a black, sticky smoke
that clogged the fighters' lungs and
settled In fine particles of black dust
all over them. Drums of oil and gasoline exploded with the salvoes of artillery, shooting up streamers of flame
Rivulets of fire broke forth
and streamed through the camp,
spreading the destruction.' ''
The encircling arms of the confla'
gration had thrust their fingers all
about tliein through the forest which

The

d

,

Your retailer should sell you Sun- Maid Raisins for not more than the
following prices:
Seeded (in IS n. Hue ft t-- )
204
Seedless ( is IS at, red r. ) 18a
Seeded and Seedless (Jot.) 15c

sky-hig-

But
was ablaze In every direction.
tn the open space Itself the fire had
been stayed, though hardly anything,
was left except the kitchens and
The sheds and engine-house- s
had gone up in a few minutes,
and now glowed fiercely with an intense heat but without flame.
The fighters had done all they
could do, and that was nothing. They
could do nothing more now, except to
s
from the fivers
guard the
of blazing oil Wilton found a few
men and told them to take spades and
throw up mounds along the courses of
these torrents, in order to divert thera.
The Hunkles, mad with drink, gathered in clusters at the doors of the
s
and Jeered at the men
who fought to save thera; and these,
too disconsolate to care, having at
last secured the remaining structures,
flung down their spades and drew out
of their way. Everyone knew this was
the end.
Out of the smoke came the figure
of McGee, the head locomotive engi
neer. His hair was crisped like a. ne
gro's ne was as DiacK, ana tne ieur
had furrowed white channels down his
cheeks.
" "It's all gone!" he shouted.
"Nothing but scrap-iroand Junk. We'll
have a bargain sale!" He recognized
Wilton and seized him by the arm.
"Who set that blaze?" he screamed.
"Man, "there was gasoline, gallons of
It, soaking the sheds before ever the
fire come there. They were soaked
with it. Who did it? Show me the
d n skunk I" he shouted, half beside
himself.
"It doesn't matter now," said WU- -.
'..
ton.
McGee raved, cursing and Bobbins"
and suddenly rushed away into ';ihp;
'
.V
smoke and was lost to view.'
Wilton was making his way toward
his shack before It occurred to him
that he would not find It. Yet there
was the safe. He would- - stay guard,
over that. To his immense surprise,
however, he discovered that the shack
had escaped the conflagration, though
nothing remained of Kitty's but a few
A backfire had
beams.
blackened
The grass was
been set successfully.
burned all about the place, and some
of the timbers were scorched, but that
was all. The shack was an oasts in
Jules
the devastation of cinders.
had stuck to his post
Wilton Vnew there had been treachery. He knew that Bowyer's appearance at the portage had not been
chance. Bowyer had not driven miles
from Cold Junction by coincidence.
Wilton had no doubt that the fire was
of his making.
And even that did not matter.
At the door of his shack he stopped.
He had a strange Instinct of danger
the Instinct of the beast returning to
Its den, which tells It that something
has been there during Its absence.
He unlocked the office door and went
In. For a moment he thought his suspicions groundless. Then he saw that
the door of the safe was open. He
ran to it, and found the papers Inside
and apparently intact Just as they had
been.
Jules must have scared the thieves
away before they could accomplish
their design. But how had they got
the combination?
Wilton shouted for Jules, and then,
could
remembering that the deaf-mut-e
not hear hlra, went out of the room
toward the little wooden outbuilding
which Jules had constructed tor his
abode. But the Muskegon was not
there.
bunk-house-

bunk-house-

n

'

'

CUT THIS OPT AND SEND IT
d
Raisin Growers,
I
;
Fresno, California
Dept.
I
Please send me copy of your free book,
I "Recipes with Raisins."
Sun-Mai-

.

-

I Name

Street- -

bunk-house-

'

first-clas-

isn't

no need to bake at home

half-bree-

him?"
"I saw him yesterday."
"How did he take it?"
"Finel" said Phayre, rubbing bis
hands.. "Hook, bait, and sinker. I
could see the flash of Illumination
come into his eye as the seed began
to sprout."
"You didn't suggest?"
"No; I'm not quite such a fool as
that, Bowyer. I spoke to him about
Joe Bostock's Investments, and the
that he had drawn
missing
man who was broken.
Kitty watched him go by. Her heart out a day or two before his murder.
was full of pity for him, for his quix- And I left Qualn to draw his own inHe'll draw
otic dreams, his foolish faithfulness to ferences. Don't worry
Joe. The picture that Bowyer had them 1"
"Capital!" said Bowyer. "You're a
limned of Molly faded from her mind
under the brighter glow that came good partner, Phayre, and in a few
Into It.
days our patience will be rewarded."

aubpoenaed

Bakers Bake It For You

'

Continued.
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Blue Packagi
Raised

Wilton

Jules Gently

Hli

In

..StatbJ

City..

Arms.

the fingers still twisted, and now they
pointed toward the wall behind. Wilton shifted his position, and raised the
shade of the lamp, to illuminate the
other half of the room. The fingers wandered over the
woodwork, and stopped upon the caricature of Lee Chambers that Jules
had drawn. Jules Halfhead smiled
up into Wilton's face and nodded.
Wilton nodded. Then Jules died.
CHAPTER

XII

Kidnaped!
Since Bowyer's last visit to the
store Molly had been making plans,
but when these were made, she did
not dare to place thera before the

Frog Carries Young In Pouch.
Lions svmbolize África : tieers. Asia :
and the kanearoos. . Australia, but
South America's most characteristic
creature is the frog, says A. Klngsley
Noble In the Mentor Magazine. There
are no important mammals in South
America, but there are more kinds of
trogs there than anywhere else in the
world. Of these there is no more in
teresting one than the marsupial frog,
which carries Us young in a pouch on
Its hack. Noble snent many days with
a Harvard museum of comparative
zoology expedition studying
Sputh
American frogs.

To Satisfy Russian Slot Machine.
We hear oh good authority that all
machines in Russia
are now being fitted up with large
tanks for the reception" of sacks of
rubles. Punch (London).
penny-In-the-sl-

A Lady of Distinction
Is recognized by the delicate fascinating Influence of the perfume she uses.
A bath with Cutlcura Soap and hot
water to thoroughly cleante the pores
followed by a dusting with Cutlcura
Talcum powder usually means a clear,
sweet, healthy skin. Advertisement.

The pessimist sees an obstacle in
every opportunity; the optimist sees
Longer Attire.
"Has the flapper disappeared from an opportunity In every obstacle.
view?"
factor.
To be without ambition Is to be
"No," , answered Miss Cayenne.
She knew that they could not long "She's only partially eclipsed.'
mentally dead.
v
remain at the portage. There was bis
increasing Infirmity; there was Tom
Bowyer's enmity his hold over her
father, which was bringing;.hlia. '.Into
X
";
:.'.:f
his ravef ; '
one of 'the 'factor's
tet
For quick results on
wlldj piithuf stSiPf 'age If she renewed
go
to
uggUójdí.(á4te.shoald
her
, all metalware use
Winnipeg. ' On thii oiher'hahd, gradually she begaio' beyen? that McDonald was forming 'plans of his' own..', if
:
that were so, In due time, and In his
r
own way, he would talk to her about
'?'-.;:'thera.'
TyrjjHcf '
P'eans " Scours Polishes
t'VÍÍIennwhlíe she watched her father
á'uxióusl.. Jlé still dragged his leg
as. heiajked. ;4ad.- thé fear that was
lsffis ;üp"oa íilm vnow Bad made him
áh old wn:lthi1the pus't year; The
glri'a love fohhrtVhlfeh her humiliation at Bowyer's hands had never entirely killed; burned up again after she
'
Ü. S. A.
had broken with Wilton.'
Eaech JlorrWs Sois Ce., New York,
IWscturw
But she wondered constantly what
was the power that Bowyer had over
her father. Had McDonald given her
any encouragement
she would have
spoken to him, and begged for an understanding that might remove the
or tints as you wish
Putnam Fadeless Dyes-d- yes
cloud which hung over them both. But
the factor was more morose than ever,
especially when the winter trading
ended and time hung heavily upon
'

Cooking Utensils
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'
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'

'
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safolio

:
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Gives Old Capes Glow of Uew

their hands.
The tulk came at last. McDonald
was In his chair upstairs, Molly reading to him. But the factor did not
seem to hear her; he was looking out
of the window and brooding as of old.
Suddenly he turned to her.
"I'm thinking of leaving here before
winter, lass," he said.
'
"Leaving here, father?. for. good?"
"For aye," he exploded. "I thocht
I'd die here and be laid beside your
mother. And I've held on ! God, how
I've held on ! But I'm done with that
hope. Would ye leave the portage,
Molly?" he asked wistfully.
"Yes, father! I wish we could. I
wish we could go somewhere together
where we'd never have cause to remember
"Aye,
echoed.

It"

Vast stretches of undeveloped fertile agricultural land of
the highest productiveness await the settler in Western
Canada. The land possesses the same character of soil as
that which hasproduced the high quality of cereals that
have carried off the world's premier honor so many times
in the past ten years.

Native Grasses are
Rich and Abundant

Cattle fatten upon them without any grain being fed.
lands is not a success, neither
Limited capital on
can the tenant burdened with mgn rents nope to succeed.
The place to overcome these is in Western Canada
u where land u cheap where a home may be made at low
where dairying, tnixtd farming and ttoctr
J. cost, and give
an assured profit.
raising
may
be purchased from the Railway Companies
Land
or from responsible land companies or from private
owners. Free homestead of 160 aero each are to
be bad in tbe more remote districts.
FOTlIlmtratedMteratm.mai, descrip-

i

never to. remember It!" he

"To Winnipeg?" she suggested

tim-

idly.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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it, V?. I

fell

tion of (erra opportunities in Manitoba,
Saakatchewan, Alberts end Britiab

mm.
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m

-

W.V.BENNETT
800 Pstsr's Trust Building
Omaha, Nsb,

a young man cant
even Imagine that his best girl will
.
look like her mother a lew
Fortunately

I

1

Authorise Mfi4,Bsp. of liaint- srsilen n Colonisation,
Dominion of Canada,

years-hence-

.

.

(
2'
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Roy, Harding County,
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Mexico,

AIamorgordo,NsM. me this! 27th day of October, A.

ROY SCHOOL NOTES

Oct. 24, 1922. D. 1922.
John W ...Green,.
V
The primary rooms have put To the voters of New Mexico.
Notary Public,
statement
to
the
In reference
on a "Be Clean" campaign. The
May 25
My
Commission
Expires
the
little folks are responding rapid being circulated throughout
state, ana given oeiow, wiuuj
ly.
The Hallowe'en games given being circulated among the Span Estado de Nuevo Mexico
neoole of the state,
iSSTnpsdav bv the primary
deny
do
deny
tnai
and
litJ
to
desire
by
I
Condado
deSierra
enjoyed
the
were
rooms
'
part in quotation.
tie folks.
AT ESTIGU ACIÓN
Nica-nor- a
Woods,
The Kepupucan majorities
Harold
Mina and
n
V. Woods, de edad
Charlie
and Lola Andrade, Emilita come irom tne spamsiwimei-icajuramentado como
y
siendo
bgai,
Counties. The Spanish-AEbel. Daniel Laumbach were new
ley
testifica y dice : (
la
requiere
pupils in the primary rooms erican women will get out and
woQue
es
un
residente del Cona
el
that
in
order
"In fact,
,
Self Oiling Roller Bearings
since our last repon.
Nuevo Mexico,
counties
Harding,
de
dado
vote
in
these
may
man
David and Joaquin Gonzales,
on y ha sido por los dos últimos
is
Wnd Mill Oil Once a Year.
it
times,
fifteen
or
fourteen
Noffe
Rachel Naranjo and Ida
lv necessary that she have the anos ; que el estaba presente
Safety Flues
were absent last week.
en Mosquero él 16 de Septiembre,
practicing use of a black shawl.'above state- A. D. 1922, a la hora de los ó
are
littlp
folks
The
Pumps;
Deep Well
The part of the
,
this week to help the American ment in quotation marks is a f.'.l r'e la tarde Cuando John Morrow,
Well Casing
Legion in a program to. be given e and perverted statement never Candidato para representante
by the Legion on Armistic Day . made by me, and gotten vout fcl- al Congreso en la boleta Demó
Gass Pipe and Cylinders
. Mesdames Anderson, Mahoney one purpose only; that is for the crata, hablo a la gente de esa
Shoves and Stove Pipe Eland Mrs. Naranjo attended the purpose
of prejudicing th plaza y Condado ; que el Sr. Mor
Frilast
program
'Spanish-Americagradé
.vote from row a dicho tiempo y lugar,, no
second
'
bows
day afternoon. .
me. I have been their friend and rehuso permitir un interpete
Stock Tanks
John and Marvin Duebler have defender for thirty-- f our years.' para interpetar su discurso y no
from the second
The same applies to' the inter- e dijo al interpete, "Siéntate hab
Mhrlrawn
Wagons and Grain Drills
preting, which was at Mosquero, ore en Ingles.
grade and moved to Raton;
no interpreter
Tal declaración no fue hecha
Auto and Tractor Otfs.
Joe Trujillo entered the second New Mexico , and
interpret' my m mi precencia o oida.
to
secured
be
could
week.
his
of
Monday
grade
We are doing business at
speech.' This can all be veriSeñor Morrow no hizo ésta de
The fifth grade is studying fied by
County Chairman claracion que ha sido circulada
the
the o!d stand.
fractions this week.
of Harding County, or by ány n una Certif ación firmada por
We, the fifth grade, took trustworthy person present.
W. P. Mealy, B. F. Brown, W.
monthly exams last week, and
Respectfully Submitted,
M. Sumpton and D. C. Daniels.
all but two made passing grades.
John Morrow.
J Dichas declaraiónes son como
'Name the tnree
Teacher
Alamogordo, N. Mex. Oct.' 24,- siguen:
"En efecto, a manera
the
compose
jhief gases that
1922.
"'TV que que una Señora pueda votar
If air."
Para los votantes de Nuevo Mex- en estos condados catorce o quin
Beulah : Montreal, pxygen and CO.
p
v'
SB
che veces, es solamente necesario
'
hydrogen."
.deciaacion $ue ell tengo el uso de un tápalo
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a
referencia
En
The red "F's" which appeared qUe a sido circulada atraye del negro."
n it n
on some of our report cards in Sstado, y dado abajo, cual a, sido
Estos fue en respecto a las
conduct didn't seem ' to please circulado entre lá 'gente
mayorías Republicanos, de los
'V
parents. So we are
del Estado,, yo deseo í!ondados
; ese
New Mexico. some of our
3Iil'sh
trying to avoid those red letters negar y desmintir esa parte en declarante estaba sentado como
' . 12 years experience selling
:
for
'
his month.
otization. Las mayorías Rediez pie (10ft) de el Señor
the rest iarmers aad breeders in '.. Viola Henderson ' started to publicanas vienen'3e' los conda linos
Morrow
sobre el pífttaforma en
three states, 8 years a breeder of school Monday after a month's dos
;
Ls
el comercio de Wilson y
de
frente
Shorthorn cattle and Poland Chi absence.'
r'
said Dompania, de cuyo plataforme
,
Señoras
na hogs. Padegree understood.
"
7:11
el Señor Morrow hablo y podia
Fabila Gallegos enrolled-' fn ran; y votaran.
l
i.
vviu
njfwirerC;(.io
vvmuuci
V; En referencia a U declaration
i
sixth! grade, Monday
the
irlo plenamente el declarante
large or smau saiea. .... .
piipils una señora pueda votar en' éstbs )yo cada palabra que pronuncio y
Thére: were twenty-on- e
Write, Wire or Phone at my ex-- s
.
'
,, th: i were condados catarce o püince vedes ,ales declaraciones como contienthe
pense for dates, terms .
j in
neither absent nor ta ay last es solamente necesario qüé tenga en en dicha atestiguación fueron
el uso de su tápalo negro.'!
hechos por el Señor John Mor'month . i;:
--La parte de Uv declarádón MI
row
como mencionados por W.
from
Joe Garsina was absent
en comillas, es Uh' falsa P. Mealy, B. F. Brown, W. M.
ainva
,.
Monday.
school
y pei'vertida declaración que nu? Sumpton and D. C. Daniels, en
high néa
. Mary Wodds
at.pstioTiafiion.
fue. hecha ppr mi y es adqe
'
school Monday! Wfc gladly welc- rida por unsolo, prqporsito ; y s
Charley Y. Woods.
;,
"5
back to school.
ome-her
.sojaniente par$ pqpjudiciar ; el Subscriba
".juramentado ante
y
-The Dubils of the seventh and elemento'
a mi este 27 dia de Octobre, A. D.
Hallowe'
üghth grades enjoyed a
que .vote por mi. Yo hés sido i922.
...'
en program Tuesday aiternoon. r sus amigos y defensor por el es;
W. Green. ,.
x ,.
John
anosV
y
Notario Publico. ,
Twelve out of our enroll- pacio de triehta cuatro 'la inter-"ACETYLENE WELDING AND
'
aplica
a
se
La
misma
neith
been
Mayo 25,
have
Mi
eypira
comisión
eighteen
ment
of
í
DISC ROLLING
school petacion, cual fue en el Mosque- 1926.
tardy
since
nor
absent
ir
AT THE OLD STAND,
:egan. Therefore twelve of our ro," Nuevo Mexico, y ningún in(Political Advertisement)
tflTH THE LIBERTY
&s pudo conseguir, para
lumber were entitled to certi- térnete
V
discurso.
interpetar
mi
GARAGE
,'
ficates of attendance that are
THREE MEALS A DAY
Todo esto "se puede verificar
temg given by the County Suppor el Presidente del Condado de
:
erintendent.,
'v
Harding o por cual quier otra
"What shall we have for dinHarry Lee Judy was absent persona de confianza que estuvo ner" 'is often - reiterated cry of
'
from school last Friday .presente. V
the housewife; At a recent meet
Submetido,
Respectousaménte
ing of a group of pracital house,
was
absent
Jnmes Hodges
'
'
wives
Morrow.
the question was asked,
John
Monday.
:
is
what
the most difficult part
Fancy Comb : Extracted Ilone.x
Ileiber Hughes of Solano was State of TSw Mexico
your
of
work?" The instant
new addition to' our high
SS. answer "Planning three meals a
For sale ly the case
ichobl this week...
and in 5 gal. cans
day" from one .woman, followed
County of Sien-ball .games with
by a vigorous nodding of heads
The
basket
AFIDAVIT
Retailed by all
"in 'a
resulted
Saturday
V. Woods, of lawful from others showed that? one
Mills
Charles
Grocers-ItaliaLeading
,core of 9. to 15 in "favor of the age, being duly sworn as requir- woman had named the. thougts
Bees and Queens
Mills boys.and 24 to 14 in favor ed by law, deposes and says: ' of the group.
Both teams r That he is a resident 'of Hard- ' This question should not preof the Roy- girls.
;
mowed real spirit and played ing County, New--- ' Mexico, ;and sent, such difficulties if the
'
Springer, New Mex. good ball. The boys have impro las been for two years past ; that nousewife keeps a few things jn
P.O. Box
wnderfully
vea
since their game he. was present" at Mosquero' on mind, acording'to Miss Richardwith Newton, and the girls play-a- d the' 16th day of September, A. son of the New Mexico Agriculreal "team work." We have D., 1922, .at the hour of 3 o'clock tural College'.' Food is taken to
seat faith in both our teams P. M. when John Morrow, Can- supply thé needs of the body,
iind are going to bring home didate for Congress pri the Demo and various kinds of food are
some real victories when we get crati ticket, spoke to the people needed. If each mfeal is made to
of that; town and county; that consist of one dish from each of
in trim.
Mr. Morrow at said time and the 5 classes of food a properly
The school is joining with the place,
did not refuse to permit Balanced meal will be the result,
an
merican Legion m giving
KK
AI IÍ I II
as follows: (1) Vegetables and
w. ""v
Tn tbp afternoon Ol .
hia mnnth
fruits: (2) Nuts, fish, lean meat,
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down and I will poultry, eggs and milk; (3) All
"Sit
meet
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girls
and
day
our
ihat
speak to them m tinghsh.
kinds of breads, macaroni, rice,
Pates at this office.
the Springer boys and girls here
No such statement as made in cereal breakfast foods,- green
in two games of basket ball.
my presence or hearing. Mr.
com and potatoes; (4) Sugar,
We have secured an indoor court
Morrow did not make this state- honey, syrup, preserves, jelly,
so that the weather will not prement that is being circulated in candy, ices, sweet potatoes, cookvent our playing.
an affidavit signed by W, P.
G.
cake; (5) Lard, butter,
Saturday was "tag day" for Mealey, B, F. Brown. W. M. ies andbacon
salt pork, chocolate
cream,
our ball teams. They. were very Sumpton and D.. C. Daniels, vegetable oils and - salad dress
UNDERTAKER
successful for they raised about such statement being as follows:
And
v..
ing,
$49. This shows that thé com"Infáct, in order that woLICENSED EMBALMER
group
each
from
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Only
one
men may vote in these Conn ,
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This
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hand, also suits and dresses.
or
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No
one
ance.
times', it Is only necessary
Calls answered day or Right money will be used to pay expenday
after
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same
eating
the
ses of trips to neighboring
that she have the use of a' day, even the meals may be proPhone No. 58
games.
return
schools when-wblack
shawl"
Mex.
N.
Roy,
Foster Blk.
balanced. A variety is deThis was in reference to Re- - perly
may be secured y choos
and
sired
The kids decorated the town puoiican majoncies irom fpanirom eacn
proper on Hallowe'en evé and
4pha1hbytusinguutp
quite a number of citizens were
ATTENTION FARMERS
enTit
dlsh,f
hunting up their front gates and feet f Mr. Mrrow upon the
iorm
of
sei'v- from
of
of
store
the
platform
which
in front
Dairy catte have advanced
other movable property
-,
happened to'coe under the eyes Wilson &o.-- from which plat-.11in. the corn belt in sue
50
Meals most often fail from a
of the kids between dark and form Mr Morrow spoke and could
months. If you need dairy
scarcety
of food from group 1,
plainly.
Affiant
heard
him
damage
was
especiahear
day break. No real
calves of any breed,
especially
in winter. Every o
done by the kids, but they play- every word that he uttered and
lly Guernsey, or big type
should
be made to preserve
fort
containedsuch statement as
ed a number of pranks over the
Poland China Hogs, or any
by
foods
such
canning, drying,
by
made
were
affidavit
said
aggarvat-inreally
in
town
stock,
were
write
that
other breed of
storing
so that the
-.
binning
and
However kids are kids and the said John Morrow as menme for prices and full partimay
not
be lacking
diet
winter
Mealey,
B.
by
tioned
P.
W.
F.
we were all once kids so the best
culars.
wav is to laugh and they will Brown, W. M. Sumpton and D. these healthful and delicious
foods which may be as freely
laugh with you and too Hallowe' C. Daniels, in their affidavit
L.H, Wagner,'
sed thruout the winter months
Woods.
Charley
V.
anyw,
year
en only cornea once a
Jesup, Iowa.
R.F.D.
sammer.
Subscribed and swora to before
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BIG CHICKEN DINNER
Arid only 35 cents

Pumping engine

m

WHEN?

ON NOVEMBER 7th

WHERE?' NEW SPANISH AMERICAN
IS GIVING IT?
WHO?.

.

HOME

'

THE METHODIST LADIES MISSIONARY SOCIETY
JUST THINK OF IT
WHERE CAN YOU BEAT IT?
EAT YOUR DINNER WITH THE METHODIST LADIES
ON ELECTION DAY.

n"

'

rnt universal cab

FORD Sales and Service

:

BAUM BROS
TIN SHOP

'

TIRES AND ACCESSORIES

.

.

$

Genuine Ford Parts
Yom

invnn

'

.

-:-

-:-

...

BAKER & SCHEIER

Spano-America- na

.

-

Spano-American-

TERMS ON FORD CARS
DROP IN AND SEE US
Cannot Afford to Not Own a Ford. .

os

Roy, New Mexico

;

-

.

'

Spanos-Amei'icano-

t.

s.

os

Spanos-Americari-

-

Cbrn Corn Corn

sixth-grade-

(

;

:

.

Sulk and sacked corn, oats, corn

ed

.

GenerárBlacksmith
and,
y
Machine Work, ;t

Car of btangrey shorts 4pd
corn chops just received., -

.

y-

Spano-American-

:'

,

;

a

.

4

GRAHAM FLOUR
b.:':.-i5J- :í:,

,

.

5,

O

Ira Bernsto r f

'

At

-

Elevator ,

Me&a

X D. Wade,

i

FATJO'S HONEY

L

-

a

.

--

Fatjo Apiaries

-

All orders carefully filled and promptly shipped by ex
press or Parcel Post Our membership in the Florists Telegraph Delivery Association enables us to deliver Flowers
for you anywhere in the United States on a few hours

:

notice?

:'.

.

Raton Greenhouses

.

-

"THE NAYLORS"
Raton, N.
P. 0. Drawer 349

II

.

Geo E. Cochrane

WE HANDLE

INK

Mills, N.M.

SMOKED AND CURED

'

J.XkJ

-

-

.

tS&

-

&

it

"

1-

i

-
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,i

.
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Roy Meat Market
Prop.

MARK WOOD,
Store,
Floorskeim
At

s

,

v

F

MEATS
HOME RENDERTD LARD
ORDERS TAKEN FOR DRESSED POULTRY

DODDá

I.

;

.

Roy, New Mejcicft

FOR TIE NT

VOTE FOR THE HARDING
SCHOOL.
Three room house, outbuild- COUNT? HIGH
ings, with good water and past- THEY ALL ARE GOING TO?
ure. Close in. Inquire o- fSO WHY NOT YOU.
Brown.
X

Jlrs.E.P.

p
ii ior saie reasanaj ioaaer
onable, 10 miles north of Rey,
.We will dip cattle at the T, F. or 4 miles ea3t of Mills .
Heiman place, 15 miles east of
M. J. Stevenson r
Roy, 10 miles north of Mosquero
v
:
'1
...
J.
on November 1st and 14th.
NOTICE
dipcattle
wanting
All pátrons
I have good horses and wagon
ped will please make arrangepractically good as new also new
ments. Prices right.
. Heiraaa &Lloyd.
set harness will trade for good
4
Ford Car.
F. S. Brown.

STOCKMEN ATTENTION

. 1

KjOiji

'

'

rrj

-

,21-23--

.

The

Spanish-America-

Roy, Harding County, New Mexico,

n,

;

JL
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The Community Club met Friday night with a petty good
sized crowd, thé Chairarían, Mr.
Goley, was not present being in
Californio at this time, so the
business of the club was postpon
ed until next meeting night

EVERYDAY

MRS.

.

NECESSITIES
Wa handle a complete line of

At prices you can afford to pay

(

EGGS - EGGS - EGGS
We will pay you O Z cents
J '.'
cash for them.
.

Will pay you 40c in trade

CITY MEATMARKET
OSCAR KIDD, Proprietor

1

.LjmwiMJLMMMI

Mosquero Abstract anj Title Company
Incorporated and Bonded.)

'

ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.

Insurance or all kinds.
Special attention given to examining titles.
Conveyances.
Mosquero, New Mexico.

Will

OTERO-WARRE- N

;

which will be November 10. Only a very small part of the program was given. ... A mixed quartette sang a couple of selections
which were very much appreciated and DaleBoarts sang a
solo, and as the Republican
candidates were there 'twas decided to turn the meeting over
to them for we felt sure they
had a geat deal they wanted to
tell us, and after they had finish
ed with their speeches' which
was about eleven o'crock pump
kin pie was served and those who
cared to stay, enjoyed a social
dance.. On November 10 the
club has up a "Very interesting
question for discussion so coftie
and have a good time and a big

Croceries
r "'

YATES

.

Satúrday;;'November 4th, 1922!

IÍI THE HOUSE OF

,

FOR

GET RESULTS

MEXICO- -

N

REPRESENTATIVES

She is qualified by education, ability personality and training for effective service to her state
and the nation.
,

She is young, persistent worker, enthusiastic
in championing the. advancement of New Mexico
and the welfare of its people and thorough knowl
edge, of the measures and policies that will do most

"

'
'
for this state.
;
She will enter Congress nationally known
through the widespread newspaper attention her
campaign has attracted,with an experience in pub
lie affairs and a proven capacity for well directed
efforts that will enable her to overcome the handicaps of the "new member."
She is keenly interested in the enactment of
measures desired by the women of the nation for
the betterment of social conditions and the elevation of the home life of the nation.
Her campaign has been distinguished by
forceful peaking, dignity, fairness and a convincing demonstration of her clear understanding of
the outstanding national issues and problems and
her ability to deal with them.
,

ñtillSli

,

laugh.
Mr. Laughlin who lives in
Pittsburg, Penn. and ownes a
farm near Yates sent the Yates
school a very beautiful big flag
also a pencil, sharpner which was
certainly appreciated not only by
the pupils and teacher but by the
people of the district as well,
we are sorry Mr. McLaughlin
does not make his home in the
Yates communinty.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown from
Clayton were dinner guests Friday of Mr . and Mrs . McNeil .
About everyone around Yates
was in Roy Saturday attending;
the Democrat V Convention and
taking in the big drawing of Flo- érsheim and judging by the way
the; wind blew there must have
estate
l
been a great deal
changed hands.
I.
Mr. Mathews, done the carpenter work on Mr. Hillis garage
which was finished last week .
Little Maxine' McNeil was on
the sick list. last week.
.rr
The peHaven , school with
to Yates
threg teachers
Friday afternoon to iplay ball
with the Yates school they brought their suppér and stayed for
the. Community meeting.
Mr; FrecTMoore marketed a

A

X

MRS . ADELINA-WARRERepublican Candidate for Repre
sentative in Congress.
N

Mrs.

.

-

,

will be elected.

Otero-Warre- n

Ad d your vote to svyell her majority.
SHé will justify your confidence.

of-rea-

;

Thought
Transferance

ing he was taken to Mosquero, ') ...
rNFORMATION REGARD
LIBERTY
ana irom there to the rlumlee
ING THE MARKING
'
OF BALLOTS hospital at .Roy. Jhe -- trouble
A number from this communi- -'
was a blow, on, his
while ty attended the S. S. Convenplaying which seemed; to partial tion at Mosquero last Sunday. '
We have been, asked repeatedly ly close his wind pipe ,
Liberty S. S. had the best ra- to publish . the law regardmg
Miss Mamie Smith was out nort of the dav. let's all sutnort ;
'be
may
which
he assistance
riding Sunday.
and boost for Liberty Union
i
given voters, who for various
was
Clarence
Driskill
busi
a
'
bunaay acnooi.
.
reasons cannot mark their bai;Saturness
Mosquero
in
visitor
,.f
copy
Below,
law
The demooratyr nonrthees held
of the
ót
lí a
a ygry enthusiastic Meeting ai
which1 Is published for the bene
fit of those who cmnct mark ,,.Homer McKehzie a n á Ira he school house on luesday even
Woods are busy buying chickens, ng. County Chairman, Mr.
truck load of hogs at Grenville thebwn ballots el.ect,ion'a,ay;
íhéy have already. purchased Jacob rioersneim accompanied;
Monday.
voter
arty
"In marking ballots,
them and made the closing ad.
who declares under oath to the quite a law and want more.
dress,
of the evening.
Our
news li quité small this
udges;'of election that he cannot
THE WEATHER
DrT
Self passed through here
ícou
courso
w
d
Ul
iill
ead orWite the English or weetii
!ots
of
space
we
could
by
write
span'isL'y!
if
languages',
or
that
(By T. H. Polaskie )
.
poetry, but we can't so we just Ute Creek, to attend Mrs. John
November and December 1922. reason of physical disability,
mve to do the best we '; can Coffeen, who was quite ill with
November lst,windy, 2nd to ither than total blindness, or for writing, items..
,
Influenza, we are glad to report
to
unable
he
othetf
is
reason
any
5th pleasant, 16th to 20th chang
she
is, much improved.
as.may
request
his
mark
ballot,
"
eable, wind cloudy, little rain,
W. H. Frazier and family are
sleet and some snow, much cold-j- r istance from the officers of tlec
DE HAVEN
enjoying a isit with theif daug:i- 21st to 24th, pleasant 25th to'. ion and it shall be the duty of
ter and
from Gould,
29th east wind, some, snow, cold, two of such officers of opposite'
chaltwo
of
parties
political
Oklahoma.
Mr.
Mj.
ond.Mrs.
and
Heath
19th.
18
and
about
fog
the
par-- " Rankins visited the Boarts famMrs. Henry Jeff Slusher and
December 1st to 4th fair, 5th engers of opposite phtical
- - Miss Olie Coldiron, slipped away
go
elector
to
into ly Sunday.
tics
with
the
to 7th changeable wind from
the bootti or compartment, and
Mr. and Mrs. Carter visited and were quietly manned in '
'vest, 8th to 29th fair dry weat
markinghis
him
of
the
issist
in
Mr. and Mrs . Harry Smith Sun- Raton on October 22nd, and to
er, 3p tp Jan., 1st 1923 clouuS
Fallot. In ''case the elector is day.
make the affair mere inteiest-in- y
and windy.
'.'
totally blind he may be assisted
kept it a sacret for a week.
y- any. person; chosen
Hershe.l Gay is making his They paid dearly for the offense .
by him
To whom it May Concern:
rom among qualified electors home with his grandmother and Alien uic uuiik peuuie serenut'u
Congress has passed a law en- )f the bounty in which the vot-r- g going to school .v
them, they showed the party a
titled "An Act to Prevent CorNo
precinctjslocated.
pleasant
time and a liberal
Leland
Dick
Heath
and
Albert
rupt ?ractice in the Election of
one who lay went to
treat,
and have been forgiven,
inthey
Texliiie
where
Senators, Representatives or dele request lírid. receive such assisto secure a position for the they are at home to their friends
gates in Congress."
tance shall divulge to any per-io- n tend
at the A. B. Slusher farm.
. Mrs i Dick is visiting her
winter
This law is now m torce in.
.within ;the polling, place the mother, Mrs; Campbell,
We are sorry to report that
until
:
New Mexico and the coming jamef any .candidate for. whom
A.. B.
Mrs.
Slusher, who hashim.,
from
she
hears
will
be
held under it . he intends, to vote or ask or
election
been
taking
treatment
in eastern
All violations of it will be punfli; fssistaiice- of anyone The Henderson family' are pre- Kentucky, is not so well
at this
ishable and prosecuted in the within tilo'' polling place other paring to move to their new
time.
Court,
United States
s':.
than the' officers or challengers home they have rented over near
Harry Stewart returned home
.'
The Democratic State Commit aforesaid pr" the, person so select- Sabino.
last
week from a business trip
tee is very anxious to see to it ed by a blind voter, as hereinbeEdward Gallegos is a new to Dawson and Raton;
that this election shall be held fore provided in the prepai-atioscholar at school this week...
Mrs T. M. Ogden, who has
without fraud and that if fraud of his ballot." .V
'
A finé democratic meeting and been on the
sik list is
shall be committed the ffeaders
dance, was held Friday eveniiag
".
shall be vigorously prosecuted
in the school. house. All report
BRADLEY
Miss Opal Stuart i on the
I am writing to ask you as elec
'.
a fine time.
sick list this week. tion officers to assist the federMrs, Cáson, candidate on the
Cjiarley Woods left for Hot
Mr. George Wortman is
al offjeer in this work and to
tieket for county
report all vilations of the law Springs, New Mexico, Saturday democratic
a visit with his sister in
superintendent, spent- Friday
Albuquerque.
to such federal officers as mayj where he wjll take the' mineral night and Saturday
.
with Mis
.
;:r;;
be in your county, also, to report baths for a whileV
Bradley
Don
.
them to this committee prompt- X. Mrs . O . Aspgren was a visitTRESPASS NOTICE
Clyde Smith, Mr. and Mrs
ly so that proper and prompt or in Roy, Monday..
among
were
Henderson
Roy
Miss
Mary
those
for
Woods left
action m$y be taken.
Tuesday where she will attend who attended the Democratic All tresspassing on'the lands f
Geo. H. Hunker
0
y Henry Garzina locate southwest
meeting, and dance at Crezo
the rest of the term".
Chairman Democratic Central sehool
hild-re- h
of Roy wHelher for the purpose
night.
Haeen
..v.
G.
.
and
Mrs.
A.
Committee.
o
called on Mrs. C." C. Moore
Mr.
and
Mr.
Veraon
'Heath of hunting or otherwise what-s-and-al'Adv. Thursday.'
l
ever
is stnetly prohibited
and mother were up at the Yates
such trespassers will be proseLloyd
was working ville store Saturday on business .
TO THE VOTERS OF
cuted to the full extent of the
for C. C . Moore a few days
HARDING COUNTY ttüs weerc,
'
.
.
ifcceivcd the sad rews of the law.
Do
not.
ask
permit.
Moore
C
for
Mrs
C.
has
Don't forget my name is on
of
Gonzale's father,
Henry Garzina.
the Independent ticket and it's ed a great deal since last week a ftfr Nestor c de Boca wh feas'
your placo to support me. Your news, was written, but she.is far been m for som c time at Clay.
:
frftm well, yet.
vote won t be wasted..
jon.
News has been received in Roy
u. vv., A. u. and J, s. lia
John F. Gibson.
Mrs.
Campbell
J,
3 visit- that .Edd Cable, who embezzled
J.
den were hauling wood from the
ing her son G. L. Campbell at from the local post office, will be
Wilson tract Saturday.
A
VOTANTES
j
LOS
parolled next Thursday, Novem-'- "'
Mr, and Mrs. R. II. Thomas Pasamonte.
A Los Votantes Espanoa-Ame- r
ber 9th, and will go to work at
Mrs;
L. R. Dick is visiting Raton
and children of Solano were vis- where a position is await- -'
Siempre he estado al lado de "or in our community bunday. with.Onis Heath and family ing him. r. We trust that Eddie
Quite a number from our cont this week.
Vds, y ahroa quiero que Vds.
ha3 learned a lesson and that hé- Joe de Baca of Mosaueio visit will become a real man and once
nave peen qown xo see
mumty
esten conmigo.
TWien-svnto. m nomhre xne wrecK Deiow uioeza. " . ed the Gonzales home Friday and more barn the confidence of the
;.
,. ,
Neil Liñdgrsn was Téry.v. ill aturday. ...
ones who have known ñim for
esta en le doleta Independiente..
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ONE way of transferring thought is
the .telegraph, another the telephone,
and also the Radio Phone. There to
we have the printers ink, the daily
papers give the record of
and weekly
events as they happen; but the great

1

thought transferance by the
"inky way" is the Magazine. Everyone
'
should read one or more magazines,
and you will find that we have an excellent iine of them from the staid and
dignified pages of Harpers, ' The Reright down the
view of Reviews, etc.,
line to the light fiction of the Argosy,
Western Stories, and other popular
weekly and monthly magazines.
medium-o-
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Fairview Pharmacy- The Roy Drwg Store
M. D. GIBBS Prop.
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conve-lescen-

Mrs. Zoe Dnebler left for Ratspend
on last Sunday and will
where
city,
the winter in that

let

nUWanU ia

cmpv.

Gleaning anS pressing- done by
an expert workman; also dyeing
and other tailor work.
Mrs b.
guaranteed.
Cruesdale, just across the street
front the school building.
tf n
-

IT'S.TOASTED
one extra process
which gives a
delicious flavor

Roy, New Mexico."
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em-joy- ing
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Satis-fectio- B

Don't forget to vote for the
Harding' County high school next
Tuesday. Take the little ballot
and mark an X in the square
"For the locaJust opposite-oSchool at
High
County
tion of a

mmimk

Moi-for-
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impi-ov-,deat-
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Forest Judy spent Tuesday at
Roy visiting with friend and
He reports that all of
the Roy boys are getting along
nicely at Raton.

Mr.( and Mrs W. L. Wood of
Cottonwood Falls", Kansas,' are
at the bedside of their son, Roy
ill' at' the
J. Floersheim, ' Wood who is seriously
'
v
Bern, Co. Chairman. Pluml.ee Hospital.
;

Sat-urIa-

......

.

"
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TO THE WOMEN VOTERS
OF PRECINCT NO. 3 (ROY)
Ladies with children desiring
to vote can leave their children
Co.
at the Floersheim Mercantile
votes.
their
casting
while
store
The children left at the store
will be under the care oi proper

persons.
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The epublican Candidates for County Offices.
A shorty life sketch of each of them.
'
of Mosquero. A few years ago plete business education required EARL McMINIMY,
end. He was elected county com COUNTY SURVEYOR
he purchased a large ranch south than in this office. Citizens of
COUNTY ASSESSOR missioner and secured more beD. S. DURRITi
of Solano and moved his live both Union and Mora Counties
nefits for his section of the
When we approached Mr. Dur-ri- n
There is no office in the coun- county than had been previously
If the hopes of the Republican stock onto the new range. He have had experience in the past
been
enviable
have
records
and
decided
for. information for this artithat
with
a
has
title
all
by
of
officers
made
secured
the
County
are
of
Harding
ty less understood than that
Leaders of
realized there will probably be a success of his business. With an needlessly complicated by ineffi the county assessor. As its elected to serve. the county of cle he refused to state his age,
a large cient and careless county clerks. duties are considerably different Mora. Mr. Hughes on account giving as his reason the fact
bill introduced in the next legis- excellent education,
sound Persons who have purchased from those falling to the lot of of his past experience as a peace that he was yet unmarried. He
experience
and
of
amount
Pabseeking
to
annex
the
lature
lo Montoya Grant or the Bell natural business judgement he land and found their chain of a county assessor in the neigh- officer his intimate knowledge is a practicing attorney at the
Ranch to Harding County. The was the logical candidate from title made imperfect by inaccur- boring states it is not to be won- of the needs of Harding County couny seat of Mosquero, a gradaddition of this amount of tax- the opening minute of the con- ate copying of the original docu- dered at that our citizens have and his well .recognized ability uate of engineering, a competant
able property will assist very vention. Having previously ser- ments on the county records will a rather hazy and indefinite idea is the logical man for the posi- draftsman and a man that by
education and knowledge as well
materially in reducing taxes in ved as chairman of the Board of Bear testimony to this statement. of what the county assessor is tion of county sheriff .
as general character is capable of
called upon to do in his official
the new county and will add County Commissioners in Mora A letter left out of a name, a pro
giving to Harding County a qual
greatly to the general county County, where se gave almost per name misspelled, a slight in- capacity. In other states, the lar MRS. MYRA 0. DeFREES,
descriplegal
accuracy
in
the
his
to
ified, efficient and well equip
universal
satisfaction
FOR
COUNTY
SUPERINger
of
part his work consists in
school fund. With Hon. T. E.
he was then elected tion of the land inpolved, have going out into the county, ascerTENDENT OF SCHOOLS ped county surveyor, such as is
Mitchell in the, senate, Hon. E.
possessed by but few counties in
F. Gallegos elected as Lieuten- to the office of sheriff of that caused purchasers after securing taining the amount of property
needgreat
an
county.
deal
of
a
abstract
experience
in
His
Myra
Mrs.
DeFrees
was
0.
the state.
offitaxpayer
may
possess
ant Governor and president of
that the
and fixing a valuation on same. born in the state of. Illinois, sev
the senate high hopes are held cial life makes him peculiarly fit- less expense in looking up heirs
persons, securing af- In this state the value of lands, eral years ago. Being a lady
tn conclusion we would like to
that it will be much easier in ted for the duties of county com- of deceased
mis- stock
correct
to
fidavits
say
minor
missioner.
not
many.
how
we
will
that we would like to have
state
just
all
of
kinds,
to
legislature
in
and
increase
next
fact
the
takes and bringing expensive every thing that a person may She completed her education by the voters compare the qualifithe county by such an annexasuits in court to quiet title. The own is fixed by the state tax graduating from the Grammar cations of the above list of cantion than it was to create it in C. R. HYDER, COMMIS- Republicans recognized this fact commission. ' About the only Schools, the high school, two didates with those of their opDISTRICT
SECOND
SIONER,
do
to
place.
In order
the first
selected their best man for thing that the assessor can do years of general scholastic work ponents, judge them from all
and
this however, it will be necesimportant position. Mr. J. is to ascertain the amount of pro at the State Normal University points of character, competence,
this
sary toihave a very able champMr. Hyder first came to Mosion in the lower house. Hon. L. quero fourteen years ago looking H. Crane was born 15 miles east perty. owned by the individual, at Bloomington, Illinois and two fitness, experience and general
H. Brock, representative during for a location. There was noth- of Baltimore, Maryland, and at classify it in to some one of the years special work m school ability and then vote for the best
the last session displayed such ing but a sign post in the future the age of 13 moved to Balti- valuations fixed by the state methods and professional train- - interests of Harding County. A3
ability, promptly became recog- county seat at that time. He lo more where he resided until commission and then keep a very ng. After finishing her educa to their oponents we have nothhighly complicated set or books, tion she entered the profession ing to say. We believe them to
nized as one of the leaders and cated on a homestead near Lo- reaching young manhood then
beYork
City
New
and
moved
to
page by page, precinct of teaching and taught in the be good men and qualified for
balanced
assisted by his wide acquain- gan, in the southern part of
tance and acquired experience what is now Harding County came identified with a large by precinct, school district by schools of Illinois until the time the positions they seek. But
house. For twenty school district, apportion the as of her marriage. Her huspand even if we knew that contrary
that he was unanimously chosen and has been engaged in the brokerage
years
he
served
as manager of sessments out into various funds died in 1913 she came west and to be the fact we would not care
as the Republican candidate for farming and dairy businses since
brokerage
large
a
firm in Balti- on a basis of a thousandth of a settled in Harding County, whe to discuss the matter. We have
As the legislature that time. Born and educated
D. C. In
Washington,
more
and
m nothing to say about the opcent on each dollar, get all the re she agaiiy. engaged
is : overwhelmingly Republican in the state of Georgia, a staun1903 he came to New Mexico books feady by
posing party. We believe it to
work
school
exception
with
the
specified
a
time,
and the legislative districts so ch Republican, but above all an and
Hayden
located
be a party honest in its beliefs,
where
hear
two
years
of
spent
with the
send them into the state tax com
formed as to assure its remain- excellent educated gentleman, ad
engaged
honestly
farming
he
striving to better
in
and
the
Company
Roy,
where
at
she
mission to be audited and approv
ing Republican for several years vanced in years and with broad,
on a large ed, and
stockraising
business
in
the state and county
saleswas
buyer
head
the
and
erclerical
slightest
the
of
his
experience
in the needs
the wisdom of not weakening our
creating
scale.
When
bill
and
although
the
lady
concern.
con
we believe them to
In
for that
ror will cause them to be sent
already strong line-u- p in the leg- county, and a man who had Harding County
be
up
many of their
in
mistaken
in
the
nection
came
success
a
with
the
as
back for correction, and get all
islative halls by the election of made a decided success of dry
theories, we believe that they
legislature,
he
found
he
that
school
New
teacher
Mexico
in
it
correctly
neatly,
of
done,
County
he
this
Harding
be
farming
in
a member of the minority can
would be in the extreme eastern and scientifically within a very might be stated that she entered are just as honest in the matter,
readily seem' Mr. Brock was is a man particularly well fitted edge
of the county with: bad limited time. The tax assessors the schools of Roy at a salary of of their beliefs as we are in ours.
born in Iowa in 1880. graduated for the position of county comto Mosquero
roads
county office is a position requiring an ?50.00 per month she was rap- Vote for the man you think,
from high school, took a Normal missioner. In fact the only crit- seat while he had athe
fine
road education and office training idly advanced until at the time best qualified far the position
course at Drake University at icism that we have heard against
county
Clayton,
to
seat
of such as is possessed by but very she abandoned this work she was and we will abiddiy the results
the
Demo-Des Moines and graduated from jhim by the most rabid
I
and get behind the man elected
He was selected
County.
Union
few auditors and public accoun- receiving $125 per month. Upon
the Highland Park College with crat was to the effect of having by
with just as much vim, push and
citizens
of
vicinity
the
that
resignation
the
of
Mrs.
Cofleen
the degree of Ph. G. Taught made such a signal success of his to head a delegation sent to San- tants. For that reason it was
energy as we ould if it happened
County
as
School
Superintenone
necessary
to
make
found
it
school for three years and then farming and dairying interests ta
protest
being
to
against
Fe
dent,
she
appointed
was
to
fill to be the man that we thought
of the highest paid offices in the
engaged in the drug and mer- that he would be far more val- placed
.
county.
He
new
in
the
vacancy
and
that
been
in the proper jnan.
has
list of county offices. For this
cantile business in his home uable to the county if he could made a strenuous fight
dewas
fharge
of
office
VkikN
the
for
the
last
OR,'
GO
LIEUTENANT
Mr.
agent
chose
county,
convention
wsition
be
hired' as a
to
the
state and moved to New Mexfeated and after his defeat join- Earl McMinimy of Roy, who fifteen months. During her
HON. E. F. GALLEGOS
ico about ten years ago locating teach the farmers the value ed
the crowd that had defeated was considered the most compe- term she has advanced the
near Mills and engaged in the of diversified crops and the pro- him and declared
his intention tent one for the position that schools of Harming County until At the Republican State Conper
agriculturmarketing
of the
stock raising and farming busiof
helping
make
new count)
the
ness for about seven s years. al products. He is the ideal man of Harding the best county iri could be found in the county. they are now recognised as the vention at Albuquerque, Harding
Three years ago he accepted a to be placed on the board of the state. His bearing made Mr. McMinimy was born in Fran foremost schools of the state. County, thr naby county of the
kford, Kansas, on December 1st, She has saver to the taxpayers state, was signally hohored, by
position with the Wilson Com- county cofmissioners to proper- such an impression
govon
the
1893. He was educated in the of Harding County thousands having one of its citizens placed
pany serving them in Colorado, ly protect the interest of the ernor
appointed
one
he
him
that
common schools, had four years of dollars during her short time upon the state ticket, as a candiMils, Abbott and was made man farmers and small stockman.
of the first county commission- of high school
and one year post of office while at the same time date for Lieutenant Governor.
Mosager of their business at
ers and his way of meeting the graduate work. He started his building many new school houses Not only in it an important ofquero which position he still oc- JUAN M. BACA, CUUNTY
duties of that office have en- clerical work in
the county clerks piovided new furniture and fix- fice in so far as it offers the
cupies. Elected to the legislaCOMMISSIONER, THIRD
deared him to the people of the office in Marshall County, Kan-sa- tures íor others and raising the opportunity in case of death, restwo
ture
years ago he took an
DISTRICT new county to such an extent
afterwards was a salesman educational standards of the new ignation or disqualification of
active and important part in the
he will receive almost solid in a mercantile establishment, county.
that
the governor, of tilling the govcreation of Harding County. Mr. Baca was born in June, 1886 support from the Democrats and
An educated, experienced ernor's chair for the balance of
en--1
position
to
and
resigning
his
Buey-eroFor the best interests of Harding on the Baca Ranch near
s
the Republicans throughout the
school worker, thoroughly famil the unexpired term, but as Lieu- County his
in what is now a part of eastern side of the county where ter the service of his country
at this
iar with the duties of the super- - tenant Governor is also the pres- War,
World
during
Great
the
time becomes imperative and no Harding County, New Mexico. he is known. On account of his
and an accur- - ident of the senate, he wield
intendents
voter should allow his party pre- In 1899 he went to St. Joseph, knowledge of clerical work, his serving two and one half years ate personal office
knowledge
of the great power in that law making
judice to influence him to vote Mo., where he attended the Chris past experience as county com- - and occupying a position in army
requirements
Harding
County body. If elected Harding Coun--it
of
corresponds
to
of
life
that
that
against Mr. Brock at the forth- tian Brothers College for three j missioner and his intimate knowl
would
be
criminal
on ty will be given the enviable
blunder
coming election.
years until 1902 when he was edge of books of record he is general auditor in civil life. For
part
of
position of having one of its
voters
of
Harding
the
the
years
he has been
transferred to the Christian peculiarly fitted for that posi- the last three
County to fail to continue Mis. leading citizens in a position to
general
keepemployed
book
as
a
Brothers College at Santa Fe tion. The county Clerk being
THE COUNTY COM- Del" rees in that office.
assist very materially in any
MISSIONER New Mexico. After , finishing the clerk of the district court, er by the Floersheim Mercantile
legislation coming up that might
She
is
bright
of
the
mother
a
now
college he settled down to ranch the clerk of the probate court, Company at Koy, where he
young girl and a manly little boy affect Harding County either
resides.
Although the salary is small, life in the Bueyeros neighbor- the
recorder of deeds
whom she is supporting and edu- - favorably or adversely. Hon E.
hood where he has since been en- and with a large number of oththe work arduous and the
by her own efforts and is F Gallegos is a native ' son of
eating
g
er intricate records to keep it FOR SHERIFF. F. M. HUGHES the logical person for the im- - New Mexico, born and raised ia
very great, there is gaged in the farming and
business. In 1917 he was would be a criminal mistake not
probably no office in the county
portant office of superintendent Harding County, and a member
county roa'd supervir to elect hjm as our next county
appointed
imporance
to
the
of schools irrespective of party of one of the most prominent
of more vital
one
the
being
of
Hughes,
Mr.
n
voters and taxpayes than that sor by the county commissioners clerk.
affiliations.
lamines of
old settlers in this part of the
state.
This of Union County, which position
the
in
of county commissioner.
Server
the Senate,
introducstate needs but little
member
of
board is, practically speaking, he' held until he resigned in 1919 CANDELARIO VIGIL,
PROBATE
the
JUDGE,
'a
constitutional
readof
majority
our
to
tion
the
-'.
the managing body of the coun- in order, to accept a position as
DAVID LEDOUX convention, chairman of the
COUNTY TREASURER ers. For many years, while this
sheep
state
by
inspector
the
ty affairs. They have under
board of county commissioners
was
still
part of New Mexico'
State Sheep Sanitary Board. Up
of
Union County and upon th
The
office
Judge
of
their management ,a going con- on
Probate
was born on the 2nd the paradise of the stockman
thereation of Harding Coun- dayMr.ofVigil
cern valued at several million
1870 in San and its value as an agricultural is one of more importance creation of Harding County was
February,
dollars . They are placed in ty he was appointed County as- Miguel County, ' New' Mexico! ,ou:itry but little suspected he than is generally recognized, appointed by Governor Mechera
charge of the finances of our sessor tby Gov. M. . Mechem and He received his education in the was a stock grower and ranch- In this state it has jurisdiction a member of the board of county,
county government and are char-ve- d in the first six months of his public schools of Mora County. man, having located here long over the estate of deceased per-- , commissioners and has beea
with the responsiable duty of term brought the books
From Mora County he moved in- before the real settlement of the sons. Mr. Xedoux as born on chairman of that board since the
prepared the tax rolls and to
seeing that the money paid by
w hat was part of Mora Councounty commenced having come February 20th,1857. in . Taos organization of the newr county.
in proper shape in
County and is of French-Spa, Educated in the Christian Broth-the citizens in the form of taxes everything
ty,
part
became
of
a
afterward
here from California. When the
less
than
half
to
given
the
time
descent.. He was in theChris ers College at St. Joseph. Mo..
ish
economically
are proitably and
ounty
now a part country commenced to settle up
is
Union
and
spent. It goes ' without saying the rest of the county assessors of Harding Cour.ty.Located at and the town of Solano w as laid tian Brothers College for eight for years a ranchman, merchant
the state. The records Bueyeros, New Mexico and being
.prominent .'politician he is!
that no person who has not been thruout
out' he engaged in the mercan- years and attended the Univer- and
his office have been cited by
of
well
qualified to fill the. position
Mo.,
sity
two
St.
of
Louis,
own
decided
in
success
a
for
his
ent to various institutions m tile business at that place and
line of business should be placed the state tax commission :v, mo- learning where he received his wt3 its first postmaster. Dur- - years. He then returned to New to which he. has been nominated
dels of neatness
accuracy.
hi the position of general mana- On account of hisandfamil aricy education. Mr. Vigil 5 till resides liiifi the first few years of .acra- - Mexico loca ting in 'Mora County. and havmg by his past ei'foi-tger over a million dollar concern
at Bueyeros. w!?k: y.. i engaged fice and hardships incidental to He vas one. of the earliest set-- proven his devotion to Harding
like the government of a county. with the resources of t'b i coun- in the fa.n.ÚH;-- ír.t tockraismg tilt building of a new county he tier,- :r .Union ojmty' and Uíll re- County will in the future be iri
comsides apon' the, old ranch which a posiüun tú do a great deal
The ilepubiican party believes ty he will make an id
missioner and will be able to business, is married raid has a earned his customers through has now become a p;vrt of .t'Wd-ir.- g more for, the new. 'county
tliaa
family of six children, is tie own the dry, unproductive years, of-that it has seleced three men assist
the board in holding down
!t,ó been done in the past.
County." "líe is '.the J-who can be sai'tiy intrusted
of
?r
property,
er
cor
of
'atrille
being on the verge oí. bankthe expenditures to the: amount real,
with the management of Hard- pf
and personal, in Harding ruptcy himself by reasons cf un- considerable real property in Harding County voters should
county
revenue
the
that
will
ing County during the next two
County and is every where recog dertaking to carry the heavy fi- Harding County, á married Wan rally to his support regardless
be able to collect. years.
nized as a man eminently fitted nancial burden f numerous seti with one grown son, who assists of, party affiliations and see that
him in running the ranch, Mr. ae .is given a good substantial
for the position to which he as
Andres G. Trujillo, Commis- J;
CRANE, COUNTY CLERK pires. He was a member of the tiers who failed to make crops Pat Ledoux, and ,. four married majority in the coming election,
II.
sioner first district.
;
and were .-unable to meet their
daughters. Mr. 'Ledoux ' on ac- bear in mind that a good stauach.
state constitutional Convention, bills.
;, :.
; Mr. Trujillo came to what is
.;.
In the county clerk's office assisted in framing
count of his age,, his experiehce defender of the county in the1
that impornow a part of Harding County there is kept the records of all
He served for several years as and his education is well fitted Lieutenant Governors chair from
tant
document,
was
member
a
of
from the state of Texas during the lands and their chain of
being
to serve Harding County as its Harding County is far preferable
state legislature and if elec- deputy sheriff,the east practically
the early days of his youth. He title. There is probably no of- the
end of old next propate Judge and will be to a man from the County off
of
sheriff
the
pne
ted
county
will
of
make
the
engaged in the stock raising bu- fice in the county where greater
Mora County which was, cut off
San Miguel whose interests are:
siness in company with his fath clerical knowledge is necessarv. officers that will assist in put- by the mountains and streams able to place t:on a higher been likely to be diametrically opposed
than
has
ever
it
Harding County on the map and
er and brother in the region of" a thorough knowledge of book ting
almost impassable roads conducted in this 7 part of the to those of our Harding County
ofBlack Lake, a few miles north keeping 13 required and a coh as one of the best governed
eounty
seat in the west state.
from the
'
citizens.
'! JV
fices in the state.
;'
(Political Advertisement)
(Political Advertisement)
(Political Advertisement)
(Political Advertisement
(Political Advertisement)
(Political Ad ;eitji'.mt)
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Saturday, November 4th.

The Spanish American, Roy, Harding Connty, New Mexico.
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KEI'IIART
INSTRUCTIONS TO
(Continued from pagel)
DEMOCRATIC
VOTERS
Saturday wa3 such a windy
Zinn who showed the necessity
day, it kept a ferfcat many people
The first mark made on the of taking the penitentiary out of
from going to Roy.
Mr. Zinn eulogized
ballot, should be a cross in the politics.
Rev. DO. Owen and wife circle
the
work
of
Senator Jon in v,
under the Easrle. This is
drove to Raton Sáturday where all
neauired to vote a Senate and showed th
is
that
ty of returninff him on NnvpmiL
he will preach the' following
v
year. Also to visit V their dau- - straight Democratic" ticket. How- an to the United
States Senate
iij, yíHtvysn u vflie WT anevo
oh for TiTrst ' J' Vi!: A twond
for another term .
..,
:i
!.irr P. 'M.' Petei'son; wliorhl: shbülí fif st1 make' this mark
'unh
ibeert working at Solar, Colo., der the Eagle and then
make a nis remarks were f.a fho
".j stopper over for a few days viswas well receiv- -'
cross in the Block to the riffht and his addi-esit: with his family before going: of thViílirí5é;t)r
ed,byvthe audience.
1
prt
candidates
th2
-tai fiantaRit
wheré he., will me
iityW
you
wnpm
oueruc,Kei ior
work in the copper 'mines.
presided' at the meeting "
'V;wish to vote.
Among the people víio attendand
A.
F. Chaw T.nio n a
J. Floersheim,
5. ed ;,the dahce and
peaking at
Haca,
Doroteo Martinez
Co. Chairman.
and
Jfa tes Friday night, were: A.
Juan Lujan acted as inten)re, :.;í
jHeUonald, Fay Lammon, Robert
ters during the evening.
I;,;:
ABBOTT NEWS
Cason, Paul Straight and Dick
After the close of the snod.v.Vi
'
'
I
Mors.
mg the hall was cleared
KA
,Mr. T. S': McDonald was a Mr. 'and Mrs. J.; Carter and big dance given to the and
nuhlicVi
son! left Tuesday r for Miami,
iioy visitor Saturday.:
which lasted until' tha oniJV:.- siany
kllrs. Henry Schnell and two Oklahoma, to spend the winter hours of morn .
children , Lela' and. Daniel, have with relatives. --They left with
one to Calif ornia 'to spend the a complete .camping outfit in
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
vinter. They went there in the their car and expect to enjoy the
Certain Democratic
v
car.
candidates
have intimated that a
Mrs.-E- :
Fausnacht and Jim-- t certain grade
Mr. Felix Woodard has gone
or fill on a road
my .Fausnacht came up Friday east
to Taylor Springs to work .
of Solano, costthe countv
Mrs. Ed Murray is in Raton irom their home in Tueuman to of Hardinjr the sum hf Sf5nn an'
visiting her dáughter Mrs. 0. visit with relatives .
The actual county expense in
MiMcRae.
.
McKee haiiled a car load connection with that grade orV.
Mr. and Mrs . Harry. Lammon of hogs by .truck to Sprinper to fill by Dean's place was
than
entertained the following Re- A. Gerarad! who is shim)in? tó $áu. uu , me records lessHardof
publican candidates while tftey to Denver markets.
;:a ing. Cur,ty are open, ,to the pub-- v
were in the Kephart community;
Mrs. Vern Knedler spent Sat- ui ivl inspection.
, :
Tom Gray, Ed Rutledge, C. E. urday visiting her parents, W. R.
I invite you to
'
Anderson and Mrs';'- MY M; Triplette and family
statement. or you must retract
:;; y
'
White.
John Hepburn .and yife mot: them: ' '
The speaking at the school
j'W: Mackey,
Roy Sunday to'. nsit relhouse was well attended and en-v ored to
Road Supervisor Dist., No '1
I'(V ' ;:"''
atives.
oyed.
;;v:w '
'
'Mr. Will Moore delivered some Harry "'Mortiri' is ' :iíimpiiig
TO THE VOTERS OF
cattlt to A. Donald last Tuesday, around this week, result of stepHARDING COUNTY
C
rusty
ping
on
a
nail.
:.
day.
'
.
Mrs J. H D. Terrall is visitA. J. Augur who has been ser
I have mads. a canvasa nf thak
ing at the N. A. Walker home.,' iously ill for ; the past three
County and hftl
.weeks seems to te improving whole; óf
f';
ve tried toVnersonallv Roa on
;7
E. F. Henry has just complet- slowly.',
ed the contract of the cement
T. Brantley and wife return- voter in the county, but to meei
coping work of the1 school build- ed to their ranch home last week each voter is an imDossibilitv in '
ing at Solano and will soon start after spending a year in the the short tinie; ;we had to make
the campaign; Anyone whoni
to plaster the .large building, southern states. ...
I have not seen personally, I so- -'
Wrhen complete, Solano can boast
A. Johnson, well known stock licit your vote cm
eletion day
of one of the finest school build- raiser was transacting1 business
and if the electorate, of Harding
ings in Harding county.
in our little Village Monday.
County see fit ta pIpH- mo o a'
Mr .' arid Mrs. Glen Knedler their Assessor .for the next two
Thanksgiving Dinner and Bazaar given by the Catholic La- will leave next week for their years, i mil assure you that I
personally have charge of"
dies Aid, don't" forget to attend. homestead near Glorietta,
... New will
Mexico!
the office and will cive all a fair'
and just assessment.
,' h-- .
' Printing
10,000 Dallots and SOLANO AID TO
Any sunnort eivpn kip An
several thousand circulars this
HOLD BAZAAR ction day will be highly
week has kept, the S. A. force
apprecia'
ted.
jumping sidewise and has kept
L. VV. Wilsrtn
i
the big cylinder press in motion ,, The Solono Methodist Ladles
Democratic
Will
nominee for Assessor
have a' bazaar at the
most of the week. We are proud Aid
.....
of some of the work we i have church and will also sert'e a AUV.
done this week and especially chicken dinner for 35 and 15
Miss Bessie Woods of" Kansas
cents on Thanksgiving Day.
the several thousand larsre
EvervbodV;invited and a cood City,- is at the bedside of her
for, the 'next Tuesday elec,
brother Roy S. Wood.
time assured f6r all.' f
tion.-'
i
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Real economy looks straight through a price
tag, l hat is only put on at the last minute,
but Quality is put in the mrchándise - which v
We carry f rom the very: beginning fí ifs
iv

-

'

I

'IChairFteer?

i

í

.

,

-

:

!

i'..'

:"

;

Far seeing buyers, are no longer hypnotized by a price-tag.- .:
They want to ',
áhd see vhat it covers The items listed below are only a few- - ov.
the many opponinities1, which we.offe. to careful buyers, to, combine, .,
Economy with Quality. VU'
,.v '?;".
If yon. haven't formed thé hadit of looking In at our merchandise before
"
buying elsewhere,' we believe that it will pay you to do so. v
--

look in

I--

'

V

,

"

Seasonable Merchandise Specials ThiseeK

'CI

.

.v;,

peryard.

I

.

y.

;

XYZ Silk, for Pajamas and other articles for Christmas Gifts

yard

y

v:- -

:V'V:(

.!

:

at v 49 per

i'

;

J

,

;

.
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GROCERY DEPARTMENT
'

Potatoes.

'
,

!
s!

f

'Beauty

Brown
...

;

..;--

,

' T

".

m patterns that can be chrocted around for hinchen sets,: at 35!
".
:'.
per yard
'"; 'l;:';
' ' f '
Large assortment of Remnants
Lr ''''
.

Taiirc Solitary Oats 30
No. 2'z Del Monte Apricots at $2.98 per dozen cans
Solid Packed gallon fruits at 85 per gallon.
.j'ist arrived new dried fruits,. also a car of Extra Fancy

J.-R.-

,'

CLOTHING AND DRY GOODS DEPT.
'
' :
i
Ladies Outing Night Gowns, $1 75 and $2 00
I,'..
Heatherbloom
Ladies Satteen and
Petticoats 51.89 and $2.97..
V
Ladies Waists and Overblouses, of Geoiette and Crépe Dechine at $3,38
Silk Repscord, in shades suitable for lounging Robes: and Kimonos at 98

f

:

,

:

-

,

HARDWARE DEPARTMENT
20 percent discount on all stoves and ranges this week

Wilsoii Gompany

;

::

;.

.

MILLS, NEW MEXICO

;

,
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Tuesday November 7th is elec
tion dav: When you vote be
sure and vote your ballot for the
Harding County High School.
It is for your good and for the
.children of Harding County.

.'.

rRead the SPANISH AMERICAN

3Z
THE HARDING COUNTY i
FIFTH SUNDAY SCHOOL: ;
CONVENTION
V "
6
;
.1.
The Harding County Fifth
Sunday School Convention, whi-- 1
ch was held at Mosquero October
ath, 1922. was. a great success
jin every way.; The Sunday
from all parts of the mesa
were well represented . A spleh-(diprogram was rendered and
a luxurious dinner was served at
the noon hour.
;.
The morning session was called to order by the president Mr.
J.D. Wade. After the song service the Convention sermon was
delivered by the Rev." James
Fletcher of Mills.
The afternoon session was ope
ned by singing several numbers
by the audience. Invocation by
the Rev, James Fletcher of Mills.
Welcome áddress by Prof. Shot- well of Mosquero. Response by
the Pres. Mr. J ;D. Wade of
Roy Song "Onward .. Christian
Soldiers" by audience. Several
special numbers were rendered
consisting of recitations, solos,
duets, quartetta, quintetts and
songs from different schools of
Mills, Roy, Solano, Mosquero, Lij

W. Wilson Democratic
nominee for Assessor was in Roy
on business last Tuesday. He reports that the Democrats had a
wonderful meeting at Mosquero
A real Turkey Dinner w ill be on Monday evening and that the
given by the Caholic Ladies Aid Democratic party will poll a very
large vote in that precinct.
-- on Thanksgiving
?
Day.

L.

j

i

;

:

Sch-joo- ls

I

n

Character in
Conservatism- Tho coiíáfirvative rnan.i? not neeessarily an
cautious or thad rnsn. Thé conservative man usually ia thoughtful and intelligent, reideas of foolish or Bchem
fusing to follow
i
ing leaders.
Summed up, the character of conservatism is
caution without .timidity and a sincere reepoct for
wiil-o'-wi- sp

.

the world's experiences. '
This bank reflects an individuality of conservatism. It is a safe,' sane and serviceable instituit be dete for you to prof it through. Whether
be glad
will
you
loan,
or
posits, checking investment
;
of making this bank your bank.
v
Make Your Dollars Have More Cents! I I

i

BANKOFROY

berty and 59. Address The Better S.S. by Mr. A.W. Drake
The Round Table Conference
by convention.
1st, The Origin 'of S'.S; fcy
Mrs Geo. Lucas, 2nd, Relation of
S.S. to the church by Rev; Fletcher. Srd Preparation and pre
sentation of lessen by teacher of
tine class. 1st Primary pupils by
Miss A. Mary Osmond. 2nd. In
termediate pupils by Mrs L.N.
DeWeese. 3rd. Adults by Prof.
R.L. Yarbrough.
The reports from the different
S.S. showed them to be in a
thrivin condition,
It was decided to hold the next
convention at Hoy the Fifth Sun
day in December.
V

.''.';

Voté for Earl McMinimy on
Tuesday Nov. 7th. for County
Assessor, he is competent of fil- ,hng the office.
Adv
m ".'n'luar'
mm

ma

A:

and patrons
that we have púchased the
liT ri wish:m;to tell our Friend&
'
J
ousmess ai IIwe
s.
rax ion p'ore,' siock anaI we are1 now aoing
--

Ú

d

;

.1

AIbOTICEhEMI
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ii

,

Paxton. stand, with this splendid stock and the more spacious
location we aré in much better position to render you good ser- y
.:..Mi:r9

vice.
'

We also wish to let you know that our delivery system has
improved upon arid we can now serve you more efficiently.
.

Below we give you a few specials

v

ben
'

greatly

;.A...W.

Sor thewie
fall

Ue

Men's Unb'ned and
Lined Glovesi and Mittens.
DON LOUIS HATS

Such Specials
San Antonio Cow Boy Dress
Wear Felt Hats, an a fine; Line of
Staple Stxlea
DRESS GOODS

V

Serge, SUs, Ginghots, Porfafe.
All New Patterns) to Choose From

Expecting a Big Shlppment of
Peters Shoes for the Whole Family." i
; v . .
School Snifplies all the Time, Big

5f Tablets,

et.

Highest prices paid for your

PRODUCE
IT

1Lujans

ri

Men's Heathre Hose ia Green
.
and Brown .
fvt
Men's Flannel Shirts Real Army
Valaes (New Goods.)

rancn

r--

